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SEN ATE, N c. 2499. 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
lNTRODUCED SEPTEl\fBER 15, 1986 

By Senators DALTON, RAND, FELD!\fAN, LESNIAK, DU~MONT, 

EWING, O'CONNOR, CO\V.A.N, VAN''\VAGNER, CODEY, ORE

OHIO, PALLONE, LYKCH, JACI~~LA.N and FORAN 

Referred to Committee on Education 

AN· AcT establishing a guaranteed college tuition investment 

program and supplementing Title 18A of the New Jersey 

Statutes. 

1 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and Generql Assembly of the State 

2 of New Jersey: 

1 l. This act shall be known and may be cited as the "New Jersey 

2 Guaranteed College Tuition Investment Program Act of 1986." 

1 2. ·The Legislature finds and declares: that families are finding 

2 it increasingly difficult to plan for college education due to the 

3 unpredictability of escalating costs; that an educated citizenry is 

4 essential to the well being of the State; that it is to the public 

5 be11efit to encourage talented individuals to attend New Jersey 

6 institutions of higher education; and, that a program which guaran-

7 tees college tuition for New Jersey residents will benefit individuals 

8 and will also serve an essential public purpose. 

1 3. There is established in the X ew Jersey Higher Education 

2 Assistance Authority, the New Jersey Guaranteed College Tuition 

3 Investment Program. The purpose of the program shall be to 

4 permit participants to prepay college tuition in an amount equal 

5 to 90% of the projected tuition at the time ofinitial enrollment in 

6 college or 90% of the actual tuition at that time, whichever is less; 

7 and, to provide low interest loans to those participants for other 

8 education costs up to a maximum of 50% that guaranteed tuition 

9 rate. 



1 4~ a. In order -to maintain and administer the program, the 

2 authority shall establish the New Jersey Guaranteed College Tui-

3 tion Program Fund as .a separate, nonlapsin_g revolving fnnd -which 

4 shall be used exclusively for the purposes of the program as pro-

5 vided pursuant to this act; however, any moneys in the fund which 

6 are not disbursed immediately may be invested and reinvested by 

7 the Director of the Division of Investment in the Department .of 

8 the Treasury on the written request and in accordan~e with the 

9 written instructions of the authority. 

10 . b. The fund shall consist of: 

11 (1) All moneys invested in the program by program parti-

12 cipants as provided pursuant to section 7 of this act; 

13 (2) All interest received on moneys in the fmid and sums 

14 received as repayment of any principal and interest on out-

15 standing loans 1nade by the fund pursuant to section 11 of this 

16 act; and 

17 (3) Any other moneys, public or private, ma.de available 

18 for the fund frotn any source or sources ·which the authority 

19 shall determine to be appropriate for inclusion in ilie .fund. 

1 5. Every public institution of higher education in New Jersey 

2 and each independent institution of higher education in New 

3 J'ersey which elects to participate in the progr.am .shall.submit to 

4 the ~uthority an annualized projection of tuition costs .for 15 years, 

5 based upon indicators and criteria established and approved by 

6 the authority. Annually thereafter, each institution shall project 

7 its tuitioi1 for an additional year, so as to provide for the mainte-

8 nai1ce of projected tuition costs on a 15 year basis. The tuition 

9 projectiot1s shall be reviewed. and may be altered annually; how-

10 ever, no such alteration shall affect the terms of any contract · 

11 already in effect. 

12 Each institution shall guarantee that a dependent of a. program 

13 participant who is admitted to that institution shall pay no more 

14 than 90% of that projected tuition for the appropriate years of 

15 attendance as provided in the contract between the participant 

16 and the authority, or no more than 90% of the actual tuition for 

· 17 those years, 'vhichever is less. 

1 6. Upon the establishment of tbetuition projections a8 provided 

2 in section 5 of this act, the authority shall deYelop a schedule of 

3 the number and a1nount of payments necessary to provide funds 

4 sufficient for four years of tuition at the guaranteed rate at each 

5 institution based upon: 

6 a. The date of enrollment in the program; 
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h. The year of initial matriculation in the institution; and, 

c. The rate of -investment selected by the participant. No one 

shall be eligible to participate in the program if the interval 

betweell initial enrollment and the year of initial matriculation is 

less than four years. 

The authority shall provide for a nuniber of payment· options, 

a~d for accelerated payment by the participant; however, the 

authority may establish a minimum annual investment necessary 

for participation in the program. 

7. Any individual who has been a resident of this State for 1.2 

months prior to making application for the program may contract 

with the authority toparticipate in the g·uaranteed tuition program. 

The contract shall specify: 

a. The amount of guaranteed tuition which is being purchased. 

b. The amount of payments required from the participant. 

c. The schedule of those payments. 

d. Provisions for late payment charges and for default. 

e. The number· of year~ of tuition which the pal'ticipant wishes 

to purchase. 

f. The name, age and years of attendance of tbe dependent for 

whom tuition is being purchased. 

g. The conditions under which another dependent n1ay be sub

stituted for the person originally named. 

h. The conditions under which a refund due may be applied to a 

guar~nteed tuition program for another dependent. 

i. The conditions under which the years of ·attendance as pro

vided in the original contract may be altered. 

j. The terms and conditions for the termination of the contract 

and the amount and nature of any refunds including the percentage 

amount of accrued interest due from the progran1 in the event of 

termination. 

k. The tenns and conditions attendant upon any special options 

selected by the participant apart from the guaranteed tuition 

program, including but not limited to the prepayment of additional 

education costs of attendance. 

I. .A.nv other terms or conditions determined to be necessarv bv . . . . . . ... 

the authority. 

8. Upon entering a contract with the authority, a program par

ticipant shall be regarded as a resident of New J erse~" for the 

purposes -of this program so long as the· terms of that contract are 

fulfilled, and the dependent for whom the tuition is purchased shall 

beregarded as a New Jersey resident for purposeB of determining 
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6 tuition at public institutions of higher education and for State aid 

7 to independent institutions as provided pursuant to P. L. 1979, 

8 c. 132 (C. 18A :72B-15 et seq.). 

1 9. Participation in thi~ program shall in no way be construed to 

2 ensure that the dependent shall be admitted ~o a ·participating · 

3 institution, nor shall an institution be required to follow any special 

4 admission procedures with regard to that dependent. Should an 

5 individual fail to gain admission to a participating institution, or 

6 fail to complete the undergraduate program at that institution, 

7 then all or a portion of the funds invested may be returned to the 

· 8 participant as provided in the contract and as specifiedin section 

9 10 of this act. 

1 10. a. The contract .may he terminated and a participant may 

2 receive a refund of the full principaland any interest less adminis-

3 trative costs as agreed to in the contract under the following 

4 circumstances : 

5 (1) The death or disability of the dependent. 

6 (2) The decision not to attend college or to attend college · 

7 in a state othe.r than New Jersey. 

8 (3) The decision to attend an iudepend{mt colleg-e in New 

9 Jersey which does not participate in the guaranteed tuition 

10 . investment program. 

11 (4) Failure to g-ain admission to a. college in New Jersey 

12 which participates in the guaranteed tuition investment pro-

13 gram. 
14 ( 5) Failure for an~- reason to complete pay·ment for the 

15 number of years provided for under the contract. 

16 b. In the event that guar_anteed tuition as purcha8ed jn the con-

17 tract is greater tha11 the actual gn~ranteed tuition at the time of 

18 attendance, the participant may elect to receive a refund of the 

19 balance or may elect to apply the balance toward a guaranteed 

20 tuition contract for another dependent if this is provided for in 

21 the contract. 

1 11. ''nenever a dependent of a participant enrolls in an institu-

. 2 tion which participate~ in the guaranteed college tuition plan, the 

3 participant shall be entitled to receive from the authority a loan 

4 in an amount not to exceed 50% of the guaranteed tuition level at 

· 5 ·the institution of attendance, which shall be used to pay costs of . 

6 attendance at the institution other than tuition. The loan shall not 

7 be contingent on the receipt of or eligibility for any other State or 

8 federal loan or grant; how~ver, a participant shall be required to 

~ demonstrate to the authority that the total amount of financial aid 



10 received by the dependent including the loan provided for in this 

l1 section does not exceed the cost of attendance at the institution as 

12 determined by the Student Assistance Board in the Department of 

13 Higher Education. The authority shall determine the terms and 

14 conditions for the loan and the interest rate to be charged; how-

15 ever, the maximum permissible interest shall be the interest rate 

16 established for the federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program in 

17 the year in which the loan is initiated. 

1 12. On or before ~larch 1 of each year, the authority shall make 

2 an antmal report on the activities of the program for the preceding 

3 calendar year to the GoYernor and the Legi8lature including in_ the 

4 report a coniplete operating and financial statement. The authority 

5 shall provide f()r an external audit of the books and accounts of the 

6 fund each year by certified public accounta1its. 

1 13. The Higher Education Assistance Authority shall, pursuant 

2 to the ''Administrative Procedure Act,'' P. L. 1968: c. 410 (C. 

3 52 :14B-1 et seq.) adopt such rules and regulations as are necessary 

4 for the implementation of this act. 

1 14. Nothing in this- act shall be construed to limit the power of 

2 the authority to establish and maintain the "Higher Education 

3 Assistance Fund'' or to alter the tenn~ and c-ondition:-: of loans 

4 made to students under that fund. · 

1 15. Funds for the initial planning· and administration of the 

2 Guaranteed College Tuition Program shall be made ayailable to 

3 the fund from the uncommitted re5erYL> fund of the Higher Educa-

4 tion Assistance Authority. 

1 16. This act shall take effect immediately. 

STATE:\lENT 

This bill establishes a New Jersey Guaranteed College Tuition 

Investment progra.m to be administered by the Higher Education 

Assistance Authority. The purpose of the program is to allow 

parents orlegal guardians to prepay college tuition for their child 

at a guaranteed rate. That rate would be equal to 90% of tuition 

as projected by the institution for the year of attendance or 90% 

of the actual tuition for that year, whiche,·er was less. In addition, 

parents '\tho elect to participate in the progTam would be entitled 

to low interest loans to meet other costs of attending the institution. 

As provided in the bill, the public institutions of higher educa

tion and independent colleges or universities which elect to partici

pate would be required to project their tuiHon rates for 15 years 

following the establishment of the progTam~ anrl 1Youlr1 be required 
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to guarantee that a participant in tl1e inYe~tment program would 

be chargPd no more than 90~~( of tl1at tuition rate. The Higher 

Education Assistance Authority would then establish payment 

schedule~ nece:-:<.:::1ry to proyjde for four yrnrs of tuition at the 

gunrantc·ed rate at eneh i11:-:titutio1J h<t~c·tl upon the year of enroll

ment, the year of expected matriculation nnd the rate of iln·estment 

~elected by tlie paTent. ).n~· n·"ident nf 'Xew Jl•r::.:ey could then 

contract with the autl:orily for the prepayment of all or part of 

tl1e tuition at a tuition rnte of thrh <'hoice. 

If a cl1ild ,\·a~ no1 admitted to a par1 i c-ipating· in-.:titntion or 

elected not to attell(l a partieipatiup: in~titution in Xew Jersey, 

then tbe parei1t would he rligihh· for n 1·rfunc1 of the priHcjj1al and 

intere~t nt a n;.te to be e~tabli~l:ed i11 the orig:ina1 C'Ontrae:t. If for 

m1yrea~on the cost of tlw in-.titution tlw rhih1 attended i~ less than 

the amount of tuition prm·ided for iu the· co.1:tracL the parent could 

rereiYe n refund or eould elect to apply 1 be halmH·P toy;ard a 

g:naranteed tuHion contrnc~t fur :motlwr c1epcndon1. 

1n :tdc1ition to the ~-nnranh'c·t1 tu1~:nn~ the pro~..!_T;1m al:-:o JWOYidc~ 

for low interest edn<'~tiO'! Joan~ in <!ll ftlrlonnt of up to 5(1~.'~ of t1H• 

guaranteed tuition rate. 

The· program ,n;uld tLn:-: otJe>r pDrt!C':p<mb i'onr lllajor <HhUll-

ta~e': it "·onld l>l'OYicJr for a ~·n<U<.llitt.:t·d ]';lh: of tuition: it C'::'tnb

]i~}w,;; a mechanism fen ~[1':in~· mo11e;: to meet tl!<tt tuition: it offcr:-

tlJc• opportunity for a "~;ddr range of C"L·.~;icc· a~11011;.:,· in~titution::- of 

h1,!..::1H•r 1·aneation in X cw .T rr~ey: nncl. ii mn1~e;.; aYaihihle ('t1nc-ationai 

loan~ for ilw balan(·e of t•clnc-ntimwl c·o~i~ at rates cowpnrabh· to 

· t11(· federal g:uarautcec1 :-.tudl·llt loan pro~TaJlJ. Ill ndc1iti<J:;! t1J•· 

program ,,.Oll1d mr1ke new Jer~c·y in~titntion~ of hig1Iel' edn<'atioll 

ll!Ore nttractiYe to Xe-..,· .. Ter::'ey rc·"idl·Ht:-: an11 t1m;.: ~erYe l~w lH·l'11:-:: 

of the State .for an eduC'atcd and highly trnint>d ti1i;·:L·l11'~·. 

HIGHER EDrC~\TIOX-COLLEGES ..:\XD rXl\.EHSITIES 

The "Xew Jersey Guaranteed Co11eg:P Tuition I11Yestment Pro

g.ram ..Act . of 1986. '· 
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SENATOR MATTHEW FELDMAN (Chairman): Let me welcome 
you this morning to this public hearing on a very, very 
important bi 11. I am pleased to have Senator Ewing with us 
today, as well as the sponsor of the legislation that will be 
before us, Senator Dan Dalton. 

Essentially, what we will be discussing is the growing 
r problem of the affordability of higher education. As costs 

escalate, parents and students are facing very difficult 
choices. There is every indication that the situation will 
continue to worsen over time. Adding to the uncertainty, is 
the annual threat from the Federal government to reduce student 
financial aid programs. Reductions in the Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program have been reconunended for the past several years. 
Yet, the Department of Education in Washington suggests an 
increasing reliance on loans for the payrnent of college costs, 
presumably at market rates. At the same time, there is growing 
national concern about the level of indebtedness which students 

are incurring. 
So, this is clearly a matter of major concern which 

deserves the careful at tent ion of ·this Conuni ttee. The bi 11 
before us- today, which will provide for a Guaranteed College 
Tuition Investment Program, represents an important and 
innovative response to this problem. It is extremely 
significant for the future of higher education in our State. 

I want to commend Senator Dalton publicly for his 
initiative in developing this legislation~ As I correspond 
with people on the National Corrunission of Education, many have 
written to me-- Senator Dalton, you are now a househOld name. 
Other states are watching us now to see what develops with the 

Dalton-sponsored bill. 
Before I tall our first witness, Chancelfor Hollander, 

Senator Dalton, as the sponsor, will you·. please explain the 

bill in detail, or encapsulate the bill for us? 

1 



SENATOR DALTON: . Very quickly, Mr. Chairman, only in 

·America can a second generation Irish immigrant's son become a 

household name. So, I want to thank you for~-

SENATOR FELDMAN: Even in Bedminster. 

SENATOR DALTON: I want to thank you, and also thank 

Jack Ewing, f6r your attentiveness to the bill, as illustrated 

by your presence today. 
I introduced S-2499 last September, because I was 

concerned about the plight of middle-class families in New 

Jersey who face the prospect of paying for their children's 

college five or ten years from now. Being the father of four 

children, I und~rstand the problem in a very personal way. 

If the current trend in cuts in Federal aid in 

student assistance programs -- continues, there will be little 

or no help for middle-income families, even in the form of low 

interest loans. The only alternative will be for families to 

burden themselves with excessive debt, or to have their 

children bear the burden of years of indebtedness. 

·My. proposal is targeted toward helping young 

middle-income families who plan to send their children to 

college, without excessive ·burden; It is a college layaway 

program; a college investment program. Start saving now, and 

you will have money for your kids' education. The Plan has 

several distinct advantages over other forms of investment. 

First, and perhaps most important, the Program guarant.ees what 

tuitions will be in New Jersey institutions when it comes time 

for your children t6 attend. ·Parents, therefore, know exactly 

how much money they must save, no matter what happens to the 

economy or colleg_e costs in general. 

Secondly, the Program not only guarantees tuition., but 

guarantees a tuition at a reduced rate. The bill calls for a 

tuition that is 90% of what the projected or actual tuition is 

at participating institutions. 

2 



Third, the Program would allow the parents to borrow 

additional money at a reduced rate equal to the Federal 

GUaranteed Student Loan rate. In addition to helping New 

Jersey families, the Program is designed also to help New 

Jersey institutions of higher education, by limiting the 

Program to New Jersey colleges, both public and private. The 

goal, obv~ously, is to keep New Jersey talent in New Jersey 

schools. 

New Jers~y is the Becond highest exporter of students 

in the nat ion. By encouraging New Jersey f ami 1 ies to send 

those children to New Jersey colleges, the Program will help to 

maintain the vitality. of New Jersey colleges, and the 

continuing vitality of these institutions, of course, is a 

central ingredient to New J~rsey·s economic prosperity. 

Another feature of the bill that is unique is the 

provisions for low-cost loans to cover the cost of ancillary or 

additional education costs. The bi 11 provides that a family 

can borrow up to 50% of the value of their investment in low 

cost loans, without having to meet income qualifications. In 

some respects, the Income Investment ~Fund, which will be placed 

under the auspices of the Higher Education Assistance 

Authority, will be like a credit union. It will allow those-

who invest in it to borrow at a reduced rate. This aspect is 

of special benefit to middle-income families who have been 

priced out of the GSL market. This feature also helps to 

enhance the abi 1 i ty of a parent to choose from a variety of 

institutibns at different price ranges. 

I think if I·ve heard any criticism of my Program, it 

was the criticism that my Program is too .aggressively consumer 

oriented. It favors the investors -- the middle-class families 

over the institutions of higher education, in providing 

advantages. Clearly, my primary goal was consumer oriented. I 

think the Program must be very attractive for parents if they 

are going to be encouraged to invest in New Jersey colleges 

years before their children are ready to attend college. 

3 



If I·ve weighted the advantage too much in the 

direction -of the parents, I am open to criticism and 

suggestions for improving the Program~ I look forward to 

learning from the testimony that will be provided today, and I 

am confident that working together with the Chancellor and the 

people around him, the people who have been involved- in 

national efforts in this direction, and also with the • 

individual State and private colleges, we will be able to :come 

up with a Program that will meet the needs of middle-class 

families and will also benefit New Jersey institutions. 

Thank you again, Matty, and thanks, Jack, for your 

· attentivertess to this issue. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Thank you, Senator Dalton. Our 

f-irst witness will be the Chancellor of Higher Education for 

our State, Chancellor T. Edward Hollander. With him is John 

Brugel, Assistant Chancellor, Student Assistance. 

Allow me to congratulate you on the Governor 

recommending your reappointment, Chancellor. 

C H A N C E L L 0 R T. E D W A R D H 0 L L A N D E R: 

Thank you very much, Senator. I appr~ciate the opportunity the 

Governor is providing me to serve the State for another five 

years, and I appreciate, as I always do; the opportunity to 

come before this Committee, which has been so strongly 

supportive of higher education· in the State. I mean that in 

Bedminster, too, Jack. 

Senator Feldman, Senator Dalton, Senator Ewing, I 

would like to comment on a number of things this morning, and 

then share with you a proposal that the staff of the Department 

of Higher Eduation has been working on at the instance of the 

Board of Higher Education, which has established, within it, a 

committee to look at the whole question of affordabi 1 ity of 

higher education. 

I think you are right on track. I think the 

affordability of higher education is a critical policy issue 

4 



for the next two dScades. It is prob~bly an issue that is most 
on the minds of parents today. I think it is an issue, too, 
that is most on the minds of students, who face the prospects 
of increasingly going into debt in order to finance their 
higher education, a level of debt which we think is 
inappropriate, and could impact on family formation and the 
whole ability of our young people to pass on to successive 
generations the benefits they have had available to them. 

I would like to talk first about the tuition issue, so 
we understand where we are and where we are 1 ikely to go. I 
have given you three graphs, and I wonder if you could look at 
the first graph, which is based-on graph lines. 

Let me say that with the strong support of the 
Governor and the Legislature, I think we have done very well in 
this State in helping students afford higher education. The 
years '82-'83 to '86-'87 were periods of unusually hi9h tuition 
increases in New Jersey. This graph illustrates, I think, how 
we responded to it. If you will note, there are two variables 
that are import~nt on the graph~ One is a change in the pric~ 
index over this period, which was an increase of 15% -- the 
Consumer Price Index. The second is the change in personal 
income of New Jersey parents, out of which they ·pay for 
tuition. That increase has been 36%, and is represented by the 
area that is shaded on the graph. 

The gross tuition charges in New Je~sey have varied 
among the -different sectors of higher education. The red 1 ine 
shows the increase in tuition at independerit colleges, and the 
increase during this period is 40%, or roughly 4\ higher than 
the increase in income, and significantly higher -- 25% higher 

than the increase in the Consumer Price Index. The 

increases at Rutgers and -the county colleges have been 36%, 

exactly paralleling the increase in income, and the increase in 

the State colleges was 33%, slightly below the increase in the 

income. 

5 



But, this doesn't tell the whole story. This just 

tells the gross tuition charge story. You have increased 

significantly -- and the Governor has tuition aid available 

to students. Our Tu~tion Aid Program is so structured that no 

student coming from a poor family pays any tuition at a public 

institution. So, none of these increases have been borne by 

low-income students; by that I ·mean students from families of • 

$18,000 or less family incom~. 

For moderate~ income students, our Tuition Aid Grant 

Program is structured so that they do not pay for ·the increases 

·in tuition. They pay the base amount they were paying four or 

five years ago. So,· our Tuition Aid Income Program has held 

harmless low-income and moderate~income ~tudents from the 

tuition increases, The brunt of the tuition increases are 

borne by middle-income students and by high-income students. 

The problem, as I see it, for the future in terms of 

affordability, assuming we continue our commitment to tuition 

aid, is a problem for the middle--income student. As long as we 

provide the appropriate safety net in this State, our 

_ low;....income students and our moderate-income students will be 

protected,· but it is the middle-income student who is going to 

face the full brunt of the tuition increase. 

Now, for the middle-income student~ the rise in 

tuition· has been equivalent to the rise in personal income. 

So, the ·middle-income student· s family has paid roughly the·· 

same share of income for tuition as they did before these 

increases. In my judgment, that is not an acceptable level; 

that is, I think our middle-income ·student~ are presently 

overburdened, and the fact that they kept pace is not good 

enough in our judgment. So, the question is, how do you deal 

with that issue, and how do you deal with it at a time when the 

Federal commitment has declined? The Federal commitment is not 

proposed to decline; the Federal commitment has actually 

declined. 
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If you will look at the circles -- the chart with the 

circles -- they show the relative share the families, the State 

institutions I and the Federal government are paying for the 

costs of going to college in New Jersey for our full-time 

undergraduates. In 1981~'82, Federal student aid amounted to 

29% of the total. Today I it ·amounts to only 17% of the total. 

That is a substantial reduction. The current family expenses 

have risen from 62% of the total to 73% of the total. New 

Jersey has kept pace and . the institutions have kept pace in 

providing their share of the total. 

So I whether or not Congress responds to the 

President•s initiatives by restoring the programs he has 

proposed be cut I nevertheless, they have not been increasing 

those. programs with the increased costs of going to co.llege . 

. So I in effect, the Federal cornmi tment has declined. If you 

look at the last chart, you will see the extent of those 

changes. 

In terms of the source of funds available to students~ 

the Federal loan guarantees have dropped fiom 46% to 36%. The 

Federal grant funds, that .is 1 the PEL grants and other grant 

funds -..,.. SCOG AND SSIG -- have dropped from 51% to 45%, while 

the State has increased its share from 44% to 64%. The 

institutions have increased their share also. So, the burden 

is shifting clearly from the Federal government to the 

families, and from the Federal government to the states and to 

the institutions. 

With respect to the present proposals that the 

President has put before Congress, the impact could be dramatic 
I 

and significant. The ?resident has proposed, in his budget for 
I 

this year, to rescind currently appropriated funds that will 

come to New Jersey in the amount of $30 million. He has 

actually proposed that the student SSIG Program, which helps to 

finance our Tuition Aid Grant Program --- that the moneys that 

are comrni tted and are bui 1 t into our budgets . that we have 
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~lready shared with the institutions -~ that that $2 million be 
dropped, and that an additional $28 million in college work 
study money and institutional grant funds, through the 
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Fund, be eliminated 
from the Program, and that the NDSL Program, which is a 
subsidized loan program -- that those subsidies essentially be 
eliminated, and there are no new funds t~ help subsidize that • 
Program. 

For· Fiscal Year 1988 the Federal government's 
Fiscal Year 1988, next year the President has proposed 
programs that would reduce all of the loan and grant in aid 
programs by $90 million. So, we've got a $120 million 
reduction proposed for this fiscal year and for next fiscal 
year. I don't believe Congress, by the way, will accept those 
reductions. I suspect they will do what they did last year and 
the year before, .restore them, but hold the programs constant; 
that is, not fund increases in the program, and leave it to New 
Jersey to pick up the increases to our own State aid programs. 

Thesurnmary at the bottom of-~ 
SENATOR FELDMAN: Yes, Senator? (in response to one 

of the Corrunittee members) 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Let me just finish this point. 

To give you a sense of what that $120 million means, that is 
equal to our Tuition Aid Grant Program for·two years; that is, 
our whole Tuition Aid Grant Program is $120 million, and if the 

·Federal government reduces its corruni tment by $120 million, that 
is equivalent to eliminating our Student Aid Program. So, it 

is a very significant amount of money. It is not a trivial 
amount. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: I would suggest that you complete 
your testimony before we have any questions. All right, Jack? 

SENATOR EWING: Well, I just want to know when this is 

-·going to take effect in the Federal government. This year--
There has been $30 million left out. 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: The $30 million recisions would 
take ef·fect · in our year beginning next September; the $90 

million in the following academic year, because the Federal 
budget is October 1 to September 30. 

We think it would be iMprudent for us not to begin to 
plan alternative ways of financing. We. think Senator Dalton's 
proposal, and raising this issue and }?ringing it before the 
public, provides a tremendous contribu~ion, and we thank you, 
Senator, for proposing the Program, and for doing it in such a 
dramatic way. I wish we had ours ready. before you had yours 
ready, but you were there first, and I think it has been very, 
very helpful. 

The question is, what kind of a program can we support 
and sustain in the State, and wh~t ought it to be? I think you 
are going to find, if you look at what other states are doing, 
a wide variety of plans and a wide. variety of concerns about 

the plans. 
Let me just . distinguish between the two possible 

plans, what you call and properly so the Tuition 
Investment Plan, and what I call the Tuition Assurance Plan. 
The differences are significant. The Tuition Investment Plan 
-- and a number of states have proposed these _;.._ represents a 
way by which parents can set .aside money to cover the costs of 
tuition when their children reach college age. Those. moneys go 
into a fund; the fund earns interest. If the parents want to 
withdraw those moneys, for whatever reason, during the course 
of the operation of the Plan, they can do so, and they can get 
their ~oney back, plus the interest. 

The strength of that Plan is that the parentj as the 
consumer, is best· off. The weakness of that Plan is that the 

income that is generated is probably taxable to the p~rent, or 

· to the child if it is less than $1000 and the child is under 

14 I or to the child if the child is over 14 and the Plan is 

structured right I so that the taxes have to be. paid by the 
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parent out of his or her -other income- because the Plan is 

likely to be deemed a taxable Plan. 

The second disadvantage of that Pian is, somebody has 

to undertake the risk that the rate of tuition increase will be 

higher than the rate of return on·the investment. Now, either 

the risk has to be borne by the parents, namely they get.- back 

what they put in -- and that is useful, by the way, becau_se it 

will eover a large part of the tuition increase ~- or th~ risk 

has to be borne by the institution, which would agree to take 

as tuition whatever is in the Plan, or the risk has to be borne 

by the State or the other sponsoring agency, which would say, 

.. We will make up the difference.·· In the Michigan plan, I 

believe the risk is being borne by the state. In Senator 

Dalton's Plan, the ri~k is being shared by the institution and 

the State. 

You need to understand that that risk could be very, 

very high, because when you are dealing with an accumulating 

amount of money held over long periods of time, the ~ifferences 

between the investment rate of increase and the tuition rate of 

increase, even if they are small, ar~ accumulative. It is 

possible .:..._ 10 or 15 or 20 years down the line ~- to find that 

whoever assumed that risk. will have assumed an extraordinarily 

large risk. 

The Tuition Assurance Plan that we are proposing as an 

alternative and as a compliment to the Tuition Investment Plan, 

is really intended to be insurance; that is, the risk is 

divided among the State, the institutions, and the families. 

The proposal we make -- and are going to put on the table here 

--- is this:·. That we provide an alternative to an investment 

plan as an insurance plan; that what the parent is buying is 

insurance ·that when his or her child goes to college, the 

tuition they pay now will ~e accepted in full for whatever the 

tuition charge is at the institution the child attends, so that 

tbe parent can rest easy that the child is provided for. 
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The risk the parent takes in the proposal we are 
making is like the risk in life insurance. If you don't die, 
you don't collect. If the parent withdraws· from the Plan, or 
if the child withdraws from the Plan, for whatever reason, they 
would get back only their principal; that is, whatever they put 
.in, they would get back. If the child goes out of S-tate to 
another institution, whatever they put in they would g~t back. 
But, the parent. who sends his or her child to a Ne~ Jersey 
institution-- That child will go, essentially, for whatever 
tuition had originally been put into the Plan, regardless of 
what the tuition rates are. So, the parent is insuring against 
not being able to provide for his or her child's eduction. 

Now, the way we propose it is, the New Jerse~ resident 
who enrolls in the Plan ~- much as your Plan, Senator Dalton -
is insured, if you like, whether he moves out of State or stays 
in the State. The parents are insured no matter what 
institution the child attends, though they would have to make 
up the differences in rates, or receive back the differences in 
rates, among the institutions. They are insured for a New 
Jersey institution -- participating independent institution ~

and we would propose that all public institutions be covered. 
We could not guarantee anyone admission to a particular 
institution. Obviously, that depends on the qualifications, 
but clearly, under our Open Access Plan in New Jersey, that 
child could go to an institution in New Jersey. The child 
would be guaranteed admission to an institution in New Jersey. 

Now, what are the risks to the institution? The 
proposal we are going to put forward guarantees the institution 
90% of whatever the tuition is at that point in time. We 
expect that the institutions will receive 100% of the tuition 

at that point in time, but there is a risk that they will 

receive only 90%. We don't think that is an urtreasonable risk 
for the institution. Many institutions now provide unfunded 

scholarship aid of 10% anyway, and we think that risk is 

minimal in size. 



·What is the risk to the State, and that has been a 

problem with a lot of these. plans? We brought an actuary in to 

look at our Plan, ·and let me explain the actuarial risks and 

how you deal with them. The bottom line is this: If the rate 
. . 

of return on investment is within 3% of the rate of incr~ase in 

tuition, the risk to the State after 25 years, assuming $4 

million comes· into the Plan a year, is something on the order 

of $1 million or $2 million. There is no risk to the State in 

the first 24 years; that is I there is no . need for a State 

subsidy in the first 24 years. 

Now, we don't think that is a risk at all, by the way, 

because if you look down 25 years from now, our tuition at 

Rutgers will be $25,000, $30,000; our Tuition Aid Grant Program 

will probably be· around $300 million, instead of $60. million; 

and prices and incomes Will be up at levels where a $3 

million~- The State budget will probably be . around $60 

billion, so you're looking at a relatively small risk. 

Now, why is the risk to .the State. so small? Because 

we estimate two things: One, we estimate that roughtly 30% of 

the parents will elect to take their principal back, and their 

children will. either not attend college, or will go out of 

State. So, they will help the other 70% meet the requirements 

of the Plan. 

Secondly, we don't think the gap between the . rate of 

·tuition increase and the investment return is going to be 3%. 

So, we don't even think that risk is a . serious risk to the 

State. For example, if today ·we were to invest-- If we coUld 

invest at 7% -- and we don't think the rate of tuition increase 

is likely to exceed 7% over a longer ·period of time I because 

that has not been our experience in the past -- and if we got a 

rate of return of 7% and the tuition rate increase was only 1% 1 

there is. virtually no risk to the institutions and no risk to 

the State, and the parents would essentially receive -- as they 

would under any of these alternatives . -- the full amount of 
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tuition. And, the Plan would probably genetate revenues to 

support other student aid efforts. When you get a 1%, or even 

a 2% gap, that is, if we invested today at 7% and the tuition 

was a 9% increase a year, the institution would receive 100% of 

it~ return, there would be no risk to the State, and the parent 

would receive full tuition. It is only when you get beyond tha 

2% gap that· you get a risk to the State, and that risk is 

minimal. Now, if you got to a 4% gap -- which we don • t think 

actuarily is likely to happen -- then there is a substantial 

risk to the State because, again, that is accumulative over 25 

years. I think one can limit that risk by simply limiting the 

number of such options that are made available annually to the 

parents in the State, and it probably ought to be done that way 

in the first couple of years anyway to get some experience. 

That is what the State of Michigan is proposing to do during 

their pilot period~ 

So, we think there is room for what we call the 

Tuition Insurance Plan. Very candidly, we want to encourage 

more of our students and their families to consider a New 

Jersey institution. We think we have a special obligation to 

parents in our Sta~e, but we also have an obligation to the 

institutions in our State, and we ought to meet both of those 

obligations in the Plan. 

That doesn't mean that there can't be a Tuition 

Investment Plan also, but we think the Tuition Insurance Plan 

is likely to be a more appropriate one for most parents, 

especially because we think it wi 11 be tax free; that is, we 

don't think the income generated will be taxable currently. We 

are not sure whether· there might be a deferred tax charge or 

not, but we don't think there will be if the Plan is structured 

properly. 

So,· we offer this as an alternative for your serious 

consideration. We are g6ing to release our draft of that Plan 

today, so it also can get into the public forum for public 

debate. 
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We are concerned, Senator, and I want to be candid 

about it,. about using the investment as a pool for loans. If 

we do use the investment as a pool for loa.ns ~ then either those 

loans are going to have ~o be subsidized by the State in 

significant amounts, · or the rate of return on the investment 

pool may not be suffici'ent to accumulate enough money to pay 
. . 

tuition and~ ~s a result, the State may have to come in with a 

major subsidy. Then there is a value judgment, I think, tha·t 

the State has to make, whether it wants to ~ut its subsidy into 

this particular Program in significant amounts, thereby 

limiting State funds for the rest of our student aid programs, 

or whether ft would prefer to minimize its risk and subsidy in 

this Program in order to better be able to maintain its 

commitments to low- and moderate-income students. 

I guess our view . is that we ought to minimize the 

State's risk in subsidy . here, while providing the subsidy 

essentially through a tax deferred arrangement, so that State 

has the flexibility annually to·determine where it wants to put 

its additional moneys in the form of student aid. 

I would be happy to answer any.questions. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: I have a question after listening 

to---
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Oh, just one point. I'm sorry, 

Senator. I want to be sure you understand that the proposal we 

are making now is essentially a staff recommendation. It has 

been . considered by the Student Aid Corruni ttee of the Board of 

Higher Education, which, in its draft report, will recorrunend 

that there be a plan, though they will not necessarily 

recorrunend this Plan. We have not discussed this proposal with 

the Governor • s office, so I am here speaking as Chancellor of 

Higher Education, carrying out an initiative that the Board 

asked me to carry out. The Governor, of course, is going to 

have to make his.own independent judgment as to whether or not 

this . proposal is a sensible one and consistent with his own 

views. 
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SENATOR FELDMAN: If the· sponsor so desires, and our 
Committee· concurs, there can be parts ·of your recommendations 

· put into the Dalton bill as sort of a, you know-

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: That is your prerogative .. 
SENATOR FELDMAN: Right. It is no longer an 

assumption .-..... from what you have said, and from the charts 
before us -- that tuitions will continue to increase. A child 
born today, 18 years from today, all set to enter a State 
college, will have, according to your predictions, a tuition -
costs of over $15,000 a year. The independent colleges-,.... I am 

just throwing this out because it may be 13, it may be 16, but 
there is going to be a significant increase. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: It will be higher. If you 
would 1 ike a rule of thumb, it wi 11 double every seven to eight 
years. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Independent colleges may be over 
$30,000 a year. My question is this: What obfigation does 
this State have -- does the Department of Higher Education have 
in trying to control these costs? We have an answer now from 
Senator Dalton how we are going to react to the higher costs. 
But, what can we do to control these higher costs of tuition 
for educating our young people. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, I think there is a lot we 
can and should do about contolling the costs. That is not an 
agenda at this point in time, but it is an issue that I am 
going to share with the Board and discuss with the Board, as I 

·present my agenda for the next five years -- the question of 
constraining costs. 

Let me try to be realistic and candid about the 
is$ue. Higher education-- Let me state this as an assumption, 

and then tell you why I think it is so. I believe tuition will 

rise in proportion to the increases in salaries at our colleges 
and universities, for two reasons: ·one, higher education has, 

for three or four centuries -- and I think properly so -- based 
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its delivery system on people. College faculties teach 
students, and college faculties teach them in reasonable s.ize 
classes. Though there are opportunities for substitution of 
capital for labor, ·wherever that has occurred it has usually 
been to increase the effectiveness of teaching, not to_ 
substitute for the basic educational strategy. 

Now, in· other industries, there is a major 
substitution of capital for labor, as labor costs go higher. 
So, it is possible, in the automobile industryJ to raise wages 
every year and maintain the cost of a car by increasing 
"productivity, .. which means substituting. capital for labor. 
Whereas in higher education, 80%, or · 70% of our budget is for 
$alaries, and as the overall level of income and salary rises, 
our level of income and salary rises and the student's share of 

that will also rise. 
So, the ability of any educational institution; unless 

it changes the way in which education is. offered -- and one 
ought to look at. that; I am not suggesting we not --- the 
likelihood is that the labor~saving devices that are available 
in manufacturing, and in high technology, are really not as 
available in higher education and, therefore, tuition and 
salary costs are likely to go up parallel. If we ever reach a 
point in our society where salaries stabilize -~ don't increase 

then faculty salaries will stabilize, too, and tuition 
increases and tuition_charges will stabilize. 

I don't think that. is going to happen. The way in 
which our economy is structured tends to drive up prices, even 
at only 3% or 4% a year, which we now call .. price stability, .. 

but is also a kind of inflation, and we tend to increase 
salaries a little faster than inflation, so real income 
increases, and our faculty are likely to ·enjoy the same 
benefits as everybody else in society. But, we can't 

substitute capital and, therefore, tuition is likely to follow 
the salary increase curve. I think that is a realistic way of 
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looking at the issue long term as one plans, while, at the same 
time, we do everything we can to constrain cost increases and 
constrain tuition increases; 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Thank you, Chancellor. Senator 
Dalton, Senator Ewing, are there any questions? 

SENATOR DALTON: Chancellor, I appreciate the comments 
you have made~ Just like the Chairman~ I donlt think the Plan 
that I have proposed, called Investment, and the Plan you have 
proposed, called Insurance, are mutually exclusive plans. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah, I agree. 
SENATOR DALTON: They are plans that have a lot in 

common. I feel they are probably more alike . than they are 
different. Why don It we focus on the differences, ;so I will 

· understand a little bit b~tter? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Sure; okay. 
SENATOR DALTON: Why don It you tell · me the chief 

differences in the Program? By the wayi Michigan has both 
plans. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yes , they do . I think, in a 
very fundamental sense, the differences have to do with the 
distribution of risk. That is very clear. The risk in your 
Plan is borne, in part, by the institutions, and- let me explain 
that. In your Plan, we are asking the institutions to project 
tuition, to discount that at the current interest rate, and 
then provide a discount of 10% to the parents, and, therefore, 
the investment presumably will accumulate at the current rate 
of interest to provide_ 90% of the tuition estimated by the 
institution 15 to 20 years from now. 

Now~ the institutions is at risk in two ways, 
obviously. One, if they · underestimate the increases in 

tuition, they have to eat the difference; that is, they have to 

accept the money that is in the Plan, regardless of what 
tuition is. In very large measure, that is beyond their 

control; that is, the level of tuition increase is gding to be 
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impacted as much by . the economy as anything else and, 

therefore, that is a risk that the current president of an 

institution is going to lay on some president· 10 or 15 years 

down.the line.· The risk may be to the institution•s liability 

itself, and that could get shifted back to the State. So, that 

is a serious risk. 

· The other problem there is, if I were president of an 

institution and I · was worrying about my successors and my 

board, I would tend to overestimate tuition incre~ses because I 

wouldn • t want to make a mistake on the down side. Now, if I do 

that, I may take myself out of the market for the Program. 

Therefore, the Program would not be applicable to that 

institution as a practical . matter, or there would be pressure 

on the. institution to modify its estimate to a more realistic 

one, which means that somebody else would have to control 

tuition, and we would have a price-fixing arrangement of one 

kind or another in such an arrangement. 1 am just not sure we 

ought to do . that if it is we . who are mak.ing that 

determination. Then, 10 or 15 years from now, the president of 

that institution is going to say, 11The State made us do it. It 

·made us estimate so low. We knew it should have been higher; 

therefore·, the State has to bai 1 us out. II So, we then would be 

shifting the cost to the State again. 

The other difference has to do with the loan program. 

If you lend out the money at the current rate of interest~ then 

you are providing the parent with a non-subsidized loan, which 

_is available through the Plus Program. If, on the other hand, 

you lend the money out of ~he investment pool at less than the 

current rate of ·interest, then the amount in the investment 

pool will not reach the tuition levels projected by the 

institutions. So, somebody has to make up that difference, and 

that somebody ·is either the State-- Well, it has to be the 

State if the State is the sponsor of the Plan. 
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Now, those differences can be enormous over time. 

That is the problem. You know, it•s like an unfunded pension 

program. If you promise a larger amount in pension payments 

than you are accumulating currently, 20 years down, or 30 years 

down, that gap is enormous. So, we do not think it would be 

prudent for the State to undertake that level of risk simply 

because we are concerned, not for the taxpayer, we are 

concerned about the impact that those subsidies wi 11 have on 

the other tuition aid programs, because the State then is going 

to have to make choices as to where it puts its money. If it 

has a prior obligation to meet this Program subsidy, what 

happends to our TAG Program for low-,income students; what 

happens to our TAG Program for moderate-income students; what 

happens to our EOF Program; what happens to our other needs for 

higher education? 

Therefore, we have tried to come up with a Program 

that minimizes everybody Is risks, but doesn It eliminate them 

entirely. I guess I think that is a sounder approach. First 

of all, it is based on whatever the real tuition is at that 

time. Second, it does not permit the parent to withdraw the 

interest that his investment provides, which your Program 

does. Our proposal would not permit the parent to take those 

moneys, with the income, out of State, as your Program does. 

So your Program, in a sense, provides the consumer with those 

additional benefits, but at the tax cost, which we think we 

would like to avoid as much as possible, and with the total 

shift of that risk to the State, which I think ends up 

affecting the patents as taxpayers. 

So, we • re asking the parents to as·sume a small part of 

the risk. We are asking the parents to assume the risk that if 

their children decide not to go to a college in New Jersey, or 

not to go to college, that they would get back their principal 

and would not get back their income. But, what they would get 

in return for that would be the insurance pol icy, which would 
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say that they have a place to send their children at a tuition 
they have already paid, if they want to take that option. 

It's a little bit like an_insurance policy. You share 
the risk, but you also gain the benefit from sharing that 
risk. So, that is the major difference. I guess, 
fundamentally, Senator, the difference really boils down to 

whether you ask the S~ate t6 put in ~ big subsidy at som~ time 
in the future, or ask the institutions to assume the risk, or 
whether you share the risk among all the parties~ That is 
really what the fundamental difference is. 

SENATOR DALTON: . Yeah, ·I suspect so. The insurance 
aspects of your and my proposals are ·very similar. I mean, 
what we are both doing is insuring the tuition rate. Okay? 
You do it from what you feel is a very conservative 
perspective; I do it from a projection perspective. But the 
bottom line ~- the effect on the parent -- is that that tuition 
is insured. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah. The bottom line for the 
parent is that the tuition is insured. That is true. But your 
Plan does -- I believe, Senator _;...,. require a State subsidy. 

SENATOR EWING: It could be controlled by the interest 
earnings you rake into it. 

SENATOR DALTON: Yeah. On one of your optional plans, 
you called for an up-:--front premium. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah? 
SENATOR DALTON: Doesn't the calculation of such a 

·premium assume projections of future tuition costs? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: The up-front premium would be 
in our Investment Plan, wouldn't it, John? 

A S S T. 
Yeah. 

C H A N C E L L 0 R 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: 

J 0 H N 

It's 

F. B R U G E L: 

really to cover 
administrative expenses, and it would be very small. 
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ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR BRUGEL: It could be that, or it 
could be if the investment experience actually was not keeping 
pace . with the tuition growth. It would be an opportunity, 
then, to cut the down-side risk to the State, and to pass that 
on to the consumer. 

CHANCELLOR-HOLLANDER: That's in the Plan, isn't it? 
ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR BRUGEL: Yeah, See, our Plan is 

in both options. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Oh, it's in both options. 
ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR BRUGEL: No, it is in the..--
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: The Investment Plan option. 
SENATOR DALTON: Doesn't your entire Program assume 

that tuition will grow at about the same rate as investmehts? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: No, it is based on actuarial 

calculations which assume alternative differences between 
investment growth -- between the rate of return on investment 
and the rate of return on tuition. It is so designed as to 
provide a zero --- almost a zero risk to the State, with a 3% 
spread. 

SENATOR DALTON: A 3% spread? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah, which we think is a.very 

large spread. 
SENATOR DALTON: Yeah. How about if we wtite into the 

bill -- if we limit the rest to 3%? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Who would bear it? Do you mean 

the State would bear the risk beyond 3%? 
SENATOR DALTON: Well, I mean the college . could bear 

part of that risk, too. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I think it would make the 

Program Unattractive to the college. I think it is like an 

insurance policy. If everybody should suddenly die, the 

insurance companies would be in deep, deep trouble, but one 

does not expect that to happen. I would say that the chances 

of the spread being more that 3% is a risk that the State dould 
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take a prudent risk that the State could take. The 
ci.rcumstances under which that would happen would probably be a 
hyper-inflation, and in hyper-inflation, the State tax revenues 
would rise dramatically we well. We don't think that is going 
to happen. Obviously, it is always a possibility, and the 3% 
risk becomes a r-isk to .the State only after a long period ·of 

time. 
So I guess I would argue, based on all the data we 

· have looked at, that that is not an unreasonable risk to the 
State. It is hard for -me to foresee where the spread would be 

. more then 3\. In fact, I would think--
. SENATOR DALTON:· So, if we write it into the bill, 

what makes it less attractive? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Pardon? 
SENATOR DALTON: If we· write the 3% cap into the bill, 

what makes it less attractive? 

take 

CHANCELLOR HOLLA:NDER: We 11,

that risk could strike at 
for 

the 
an institution 
viability of 

to 
the· 

institution. Therefore, I suspect some institutions would 
say-- Well, if it is a public institution, it doesn't ma.tter,

because the State is going to end up having to pay for it one 
way or another. Right? There is no question about that. 

In the case of an independent institution, I think 

they would be reluctant to take that risk, and I don't blame 
them because the president of an independent institution has 
really got to think about his sucessors in the future, and they 
are really depending on the market. I guess I would argue that 
they shouldn't take that risk. 

SENATOR DALTON: Your Program places. a 90% mi-nimum on 

the amount of tuition an institution will be reimbursed. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: That's right. 

SENATOR DALTON: Okay. Shouldn't there also be a 

maximum? 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah. The maximum is 100%. 

Our Plan, as we are now talking about it --- we are not sure; 

you may have better wisdom --- is that the institution, under 

the worst of circumstances, would get back 90%. Under the best 

of circumstances, it would get back 100%. If the Program 

generated surpluses beyond the 100% -.~ and that is possible-- .. 

For example, if the spread was zero, this Program could be 

highly -- could generate significant: amounts of revenues, and 

those moneys could benefit the entire higher education system, 

but probably students more directly than anyone else. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: If I may follow up, Dan. You have a 

reservation, or you object~ as I read it, to the loan ptovisiofi 

in Senator Dalton· s bi 11. With the Federal government 

literally phasing out student loan assistance, what does our 

Department propose with regard to a State loan program? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: We are looking at whether ·or 

not it is feasible -- it is feasible -- whether or not there is 

a market, is a better way of pUtting it -- for the State to 

issue bonds -- taxable bonds, not tax-free bonds -- ~nd use the 

proceeds to make loans to students. If we were to do that, the 

advantage to the families would be that the bonds~ because they 

would carry, in effect, some kind of moral obligation of the 

State, would be likely to sell at a relatively low interest 

rate. Thereby, the loans that would be made to the parents 

would be at a more reasonable interest rate than the prevailing 

market rate if a parent went into a bank. 

Now, the reason we have not done that is because there 

is the Plus Loan Program which provides for market rate loans 

to parents guaranteed by the Federal government. We are not 

sure that at this particular moment in time that there is a 

need for loan funds beyond that. Sci that's one reason we are 

hesitating about issuing bopds directly. 

Secondly, we have been talking about the possibility 

of encouraging lower tuition in the first two years of college, 
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thereby making it less necessary for parents to borrow in the 

first two years of college, but concentrating, if you. like, 

student indebtedness on the last two years of college. Now, 

there are two good reasons to do that, and you can probably 

think of some more. One, if . the Reagan proposal to charge 

students interest in college while they.are still in college 

is adopted, that interest accumulates in the first two 

·years, resulting in a much higher ~ebt to the student when he 

or she graduates. That would reduce that cumulative impact. 

Also, the student~ who tend to default on loans, are 

students who drop out of college in the first two years. They 

tend to be high-risk students. As a re·sul t, we see our default 

rate going upj not because students don't want to pay back the 

money, but because they can't. Students who get to the third 

year of college tend to graduate and, therefore, tend to be 

able to ea.rn. enough funds to pay their loans back, and do it 

with a minimal burden. 

Therefore, we would conclude that if we could do it 

if we eould reduce student dependency on loans in the first two 

years of college -- and increase their dependence in the last 

two years, we would reduce the overall level of loans, and we 

would reduce the default rate on loans, which would save the 

State money and save the students ~ lot of unnecessary grief. 

·.so, we are looking at that issue as a serious issue. 

And, of course, we are supporting alternative 

arrangements to loans. One of the problems this generation· of 

students faces · -- or some significant numbers of them face --

is that . the mechanism of loans that was available in my 

generation, in your generation -- the. mechanism of financing 

higher education -- has broken down. In our generations, our 

parents were in a position to finance· the costs of our higher 

education, or tuition was so low that if we had to finance it 

ourselves, we :realistically could. There was· never a 

significant publicly sponsored program to encourage parents to 
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save in advance. So, decisions on paying for college were 
almost always made when the child reached college age. Now, 
that was neVer the case with the wealthy, who were able to use 
Clifford Trust and other arrangements to accumulate the costs 

·of going to college. But, that was the burden on the 
middle~income student. 

We are in a period now where parents really haven't 
saved very much, at least middle-income parents, for their 
childrens' college, and the children are bearing a very high 
burden, or the f ami 1 ies are bearing a very high burden. They 
are mortgaging their properties to pay for the loans. So, what 
we think we need to put in place now, is what we are talking 
about a way of encouraging parents to begin saving when the 
child is born, ot one year old, or two years old, or five years 
old. But, we see two other things happening as well with this 
kind of a program. We see grandparents and aunts and uncles 
and others making gifts of college education to their 

·grandchildren and nephews and nieces, and that is probably as 
good a gift as some of the gifts that children are getting 
now. This would be a way of facilitating that, so that there 
would be minimum risk that that gift would no longer have value 
18 or 20 years down the road. That is very significant. 

We think corporations and businesses will begin to 
make such a program available as a fringe benefit for 
employees, if there is a systematic way of bringing those 
moneys together. This would change the terms of trade, i£ you 
like, on how higher education is financed. We would permit the 
accumulation of money in advance to pay for college, rather 
than burdening parents at the time the child hits college. 
That is why I think these programs are very good. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Very interesting. 

SENATOR DALTON: Through you, Mr. Chairman-

SENATOR FELDMAN: Yes. 
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SENATOR DALTON: One of the criticisms of the Program· 
I have introduced is that it places too much of the burden of 

risk on the college. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah. 
SENATOR DALTON: Don't the colleges gain much from the 

fact that the Program will creat~ a pool 6f students to attend 
New Jersey colleges? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: That is not clear at this 

point. If th~ parents--
SENATOR DALTON: Well, if it doesn't, we ·are wasting a 

lot of our time. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: We 11, 1 et me put it this way: 

The pattern of college attendance now is for roughly -~ for the 
preponderant majority of the top quarter of the class to go out 
of Stat-e.· Okay? There are a lot of reasons for that which are 
not fully relevant now, though the whole quality issue is 
relevant now, I guess, in terms of whether we have good enough 
institutions to attract our. own students. That is a question 

·of money, which is what we are talking about. 
Second, your Plan· would not change the pattern 

necessarily, because the parents who would have enough money. to 
send their children in state, would also have enough money to 
send their children out of State. Because there is no special 

advantage to a college in New Jersey, that is, the parent has 
the same tuition reimbursement--

SENATOR DALTON: . A 10% discount. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Pardon? 

-SE.NATOR DALTON: A 10% discount . 

. CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: A 10% discount isn't sufficient 
to have--

SENATOR DALTON: The ability to use the loan 
guaranteed tuition. I mean, I-.... 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I don't think they--
SENATOR DALTON: 

not advantages? 

For a middle...:.class family they are 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: No. Let me say why I think 
not. I may be wrong and, of course, we're speculating~ All of 
the evidence I have seen suggests that for a relevant range of 
income -- and I would say that is around the median income and 
up -- the cost of going to college is not the important 
consideration in choosing a college. That is, if children get 
into an Ivy League school, parents will do anything, and 
children will do anything to pay for the cost of that higher 
education, and a 10% difference isn't going to shift them to an 
institution that is their second or third choice. 

SENATOR DALTON: Okay. Now, let's--
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: So, Rutgers and Princeton have 

to be the first choice, and the State colleges ha~e to be the 
first choice. 

SENATOR DALTON: Okay, let's remove Princeton. Okay? 

Let's get down to the.rangewhere most college students are. 
Okay? Most students aren't Princeton. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Most students in New Jersey 
are, I would say, in the top range of colleges in New Jersey 
and around the country. They really are. I mean, we are the 
State with the fifth highest income~ and with high expectations 
about college study. So, our students fan out to the best 
institutions. 

SENATOR DALTON: 
middle-class family. Okay? 

But, 
I 

we're 
mean, 

talking about 
if, in fact, a 

the 
10% 

discount and the abi 1 i ty to obtain a low interest loan based 
upon the principal that you put in-- I mean, they seem to me 
to be for middle-income families .,...._ at least the ones I have 
talked to in this State, and I have talked about this Program 

tremendous inducements to the folks I have talked to. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Okay. Twenty years--

SENATOR DALTON: I mean, not only peers, people in my 

position who have five-, six-, ·seven-year-old children, but 

other people as well, when I have talked to PTA groups 

throughout the southern part of the State. 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, let's look at it· this 

way: If it costs $2500 to go to Rutgers a year now let's 

assume that is the case ·-- we have lots and lots of people who 

are eligible to go. to Rutgers, who wi 11 go to an out-of-state 

institution and pay many more times that. Now, if Rutgers 

dropped their tuition from $2500 to $2250, will it change that 

arrangement? No. If it· do~s change that arrangement, what 

would happen? The out-of-state institutions, feeling the same 

pressure,. are ·going to reduce their tuition by 10%. As a 

matter of fact, a lot of people in New Jersey are solicited by 

out~of-state institutions, with offers of discounts from the 

nominal tuition tate, in order to be able to attract students 

whO will pay the 85% or 90% of the tuition price. 

1 guess I really don't believe that a 10% difference 

is a significant difference. If the option the parent hasi and 

the child has, is to go out of State and get the same amount 

and pay 10% more~- If they choose an put-of-state institution, 

they· are 1 ikely to go to that out~of.;...state institution. I am 

not arguing it is bad, by the way, from the student's 

perspective, or the family's. I am only arguing that there is 

no particular advantage to the New Jersey institution by that 

arrangement. 

SENATOR DALTON: So, you're saying a guaranteed 

tuition rate ~~ a 10% discount and also a loan would not serve 

as an inducement to middle-income families? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: It would .not, in a significant 

way, give an advantage to the New Jersey institutions ovel:' 

competitive institutions in other states. If I were developing 

a strategy for Rutgers -- and I think Ed Blaustein is thinking 

in these terms, too-- What is more important, Senator, to 

attract students to Rutgers, is improving _the perception of 

quality, the amenities on campus. 

SENATOR DALTON: No question; no question. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah, so if I had 10% to 

. invest, that is where I would.put it. 
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SENATOR DALTON: Given that fact -- okay?-- I mean, 
if, in fact, we are talking about quality institutions 
think New Jersey has quality institutions-

CHANCELLOR/HOLLANDER: I agree. 

SENATOR DALTON: Obviously, you do, too. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Oh, sure I do. 

and I 

SENATOR DALTON: Let's move out of that issue. If we 
ate talking about induceme~ts, your Program produces less of an 
inducement than the one I have proposed. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, let me tell you why I 
think it . doesn't. If the parent, say, chooses -- let's pick 
Rutgers as the bellwether institution ·and enrolls in a 
program for Rutgers, and 20 years from now Rutgers is going to 
be seen as superb as it is now, the parent has an option -- or 
the child has an option 20 years from now --- go to Rutgers free 
-- because I got that voucher, I paid for my tuition already -
or go to an out-of-state institution and get back my principal 
and have to come up with the rest of_ the money to go to that 
out-of-state institution, clearly the difference will be .more 
than 10%. The difference is going to be 200% at that point in 
time. So, that Program-- If you are looking at relative 
choices, that Program would give a better choice for a New 
Jersey institution. 

It also means we have the responsibility, when that 
child goes to college, to make Rutgers -- the perception of 
Rutgers equal to the reality of Rutgers. That also applies to 
our State colleges. 

SENATOR DALTON: I am not arguing perception;_ I am not 
arguing quality. What I am arguing--

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Okay, let's argue financial---

Let's argue money. 
SENATOR DALTON: Yeah, let's argue money. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: That student will 

choice of going to Rutgers free from the 
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perspective, because the tuition has been paid for -- okay? -

or getting the principal back, or going to another institution 

in New Jersey. 

SENATOR DALTON: Yeah, and so does our Program. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Pardon? 

·SENATOR DALTON: - That is the difference between that 

and what we propose? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: You are proposing that if the 

student goes out of State, the student gets back whatever is in · 

the fund. 

SENATOR DALTON: First of all, we don't say that in 

our bill. Okay? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: In other words, the student-

SENATOR DALTON: We· basically say, and we left it 

broad, because obviously we want to have the ability to work on 

it-- We leave it open that the principal, and perhaps some 

interest, should go back to the parent, but we don't lock 

ourselves in to say:lng that all of the interest goes back to 

the parent, obviously. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, then, from the-- The 

principle ·is simply this: As you increase the difference 

between the cost at a New Jersey institution and the cost of 

some alternative out of State, you give the New Jersey 

institution the benefit. To the extent to which the two are 

very similar, then there is no particular benefit to the New 

Jersey institution.· 

SENATOR DALTON: Well, I am going to have to read the 

transcript because I still don't understand. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Okay. 

SENATOR DALTON: I'll pass to Senator Ewing, if he has 

any questions. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Senator Ewing? 

SENATOR EWING: Not really on the bill, but what plans 

do you have in the budget to make up this $30 million cut? Is 

that being taken into consideration in the budget? 

... • 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, I think Congress is going 
to make it up, Senator; 

SENATOR EWING: On the Assurance Plan, do you have an 
insurance company that is going to do it, or would we handle it 
all ourselves with the help of an actuary? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: We would do it with the help--
We are proposing we do it with the help of an actuary, and we 
are proposing that the initial reserves for the funds be 
established on a loan from the Higher Education Assistance 
Corporation. 

SENATOR EWING: In the amount of what? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: About a million dollars. 
SENATOR EWING: Is that all? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah, as reserves. 
SENATOR EWING: Then there would be a different 

premium paid by the family which took it out for a one-year..;_old 
child, took it out for a six-year-old, and took it out for a 
12~year-old child? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: No. Each parent would pay the 
current tuition. They would pay the current tuition, and when 
they paid..;_-

SENATOR EWING: And, the premium? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: That would be their investment, 
or premium, if you like. They would pay the current tuition. 
Let's assume they choose Rutgers. No, let's take Jersey City 

State College. They choose Jersey City State College as the 
insti tuion they want to go to. They would pay the current 
tuition at Jersey City State College. 

SENATOR EWING: For four years? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: For one year, two years, three 

years I or four years. Under our Plan, they can buy credits. 

They can buy 30 credits, 15 9redi ts 1 40 credits. It is a 

variable amount. But they pay the current tuition. Whatever 

they buy in terms of current tuition at Jersey City State 
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College would be what they would pay when the child went to 

that college. 
N6w, if a child decided not to go to that college, but 

to go to Rutgers, he would pay the difference between the 
tuition· of Jersey City and Rutgers.· If he decided to go to 
Princeton, he would pay the difference between the tuition at 

Jersey City and Princeton. 

respect. 

SENATOR DALTON: .under whose Program is that? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDE.R: Under our proposal. 
SENATOR DALTON: Under ours, too. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah. 
SENATOR DALTON: Okay. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: They don't differ in that 

SENATOR DALTON: Okay. 
SENATOR EWING: And, that would be just the tuition? 

What about books and things like that? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well--
SENATOR EWING: And all the extras? I mean, because, 

you knowi the bill~~ College is not just the tuition. 
CHANCEL:LOR HOLLANDER: We would 1 imi t it to tuition, 

because we would be concerned that under the Tax Reform Act, 
the payment for anything other than tuition might be considered 
payment for living costs and, therefore, would change the 
perception of whether the Plan should be taxed or not. 

SENATOR EWING: Well, have you gotten a ruling, or-
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: No, no, no, no, no. We are 

going to have to get a ruling on any of this to make it work, 
but we are just getting advice on how to structure it, based on 

what it is they may say. 

SENATOR EWING: Yeah, but you could be asking for 

different rulings as you went along. Has any effort been made 

to get any rulings on what you are thinking about, or the other 

Plan? 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: No. Further, the Internal 
Reveriue Service· has said they wi 11 not rule on any of these 
plans until they are put into place. That is the position they 
have taken. 

SENATOR EWING: What does Michigan do? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Michigan is waiting for a 

ruling; they are waiting for a ruling. 
SENATOR EWING: How long have they been in operation? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: They just passed the 

legislation this year. I don't think they are in operation yet. 
SENATOR FELDMAN: What if they don't get the ruling? 

Is that a possibility? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Oh, no. The Internal Revenue 

Service will give them a ruling one way or the other. 

ruling. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: I mean an affirmative -- a positive 

SENATOR DALTON: That's not true. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: No? 
SENATOR DALTON: The IRS doesn't feel obligated just 

to give a ruling willy-nilly. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Oh, no; oh, no, no, but I'm 

sure they would. 
SENATOR DALTON: I mean, the ruling you are talking 

about is not one that is necessarily imminent. The ruling you 
are talking about may be four or five years away. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: It's possible. Yeah, you're 
right. I think they'll give a ruling, but you're right; they 
are not guaranteed to give a ruling~ 

SENATOR EWING: Some families could be caught on it. 
If you go into it now and you wait four or five years for the 

ruling, they may suddenly say, .. Oh, you have to pay a tax on 
that I II 

SENATOR DALTON: See, that is why the marriage~- The 

melding of what you propose and what I propose is the best of 

both worlds. 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Oh, I'm sure of it, if we can 

do that. 
SENATOR DALTON: 

that, Chancellor? 

Would you have any objections to 

did .. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Of the melding of the proposals? 
SENATOR DALTON: Yeah. I mean, that . is what Michigan 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: In fact, I would suggest that 
maybe we should offer two plans;· the one that is an Investment 

Plan, and the other that is an Assurance Plan. 
SENATOR DALTON: I agree. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I do think, though, and here is 

where-~ I don't know whether we will differ or not. I really 
think we ought not do what we have done in pensions; that is, 
allow the build-up of an ·unfunded cost. I am really concerned 

about that. 
SENATOR EWING: To what extent are the pensions 

unfunded in the State of New Jersey? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Not necessarily in the State of 

New Jersey, but let's talk about corporations and businesses. 
SENATOR EWING: Well, no, we're talking about the 

State operation. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I am not that· familiar with· the 

plan~ I am familiar with corporate plans. 
SENATOR EWING: Well, we are one of the best funded--

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah, I didn't mean to 

criticize our Pension Plan. I am just--

it cleat. 

SENATOR EWING: Then don· t bring up, you know-.;... Make 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Jack, I am using the analogy-

SENATOR EWING: Why not use New York City then, or 

something, and their lousy plans? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Okay. We'll· talk about New 

York City. . In an unfunded pension plan, when you change the 

current rate of the pension and you don't contribute--
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high. 

SENATOR EWING: That's right. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: --the difference is very, very 

I am just arguing that the State cannot afford to take 

the risk of an enormous gap. 

SENATOR EWING: Oh, no, I don't think we should. I 

don't thin~ the Legislature would--

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: The reason I am concerned about 

it is because ultimately higher education will pay for it one 

way or the other .. 

. SENATOR EWING: You mean the taxpayers? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: The taxpayers will, . but it 's 

got to come out of some other program, and it is just as likely 

to come out of a Higher Education program as any other 

program. So, I don't think it is in our interest -- Higher 

Education's interest -- to burden the State in advance for a 

particular program and reduce its options to use the money as 

it sees appropriate at that point in time. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: As I understand .it, Jack, the 

Michigan plan does not take effect until the IRS comes out with 

its ruling. Am I correct? We must move now. You know, that 

could be three yeijrs, four years from now; it could be-~ 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I don't know the answer to 

that. I do know.they just passed it. 

SENATOR DALTON: Should we wait? Should we wait, 

Chancellor? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, I think we-- Let me say 

I think we ought to do -- I 'm thinking out loud now -- but I 

think we ought to do two things. One, we ought to pass the 

enabling legislation to find the Program so we can apply for a 

ruling. Two, I do think we have to do a market study of any 

plan that we propose, before we implement it, to determine 

whether or not I under whatever proposal we propose I there are 

parents out there who want to take . advantage of it. We have 

not done a market survey 1 because we have just defined the 
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Program. We are going to do a market survey to make sure it 
meets the needs of the people of the _State. 

SENATOR EWING: It's too· bad the insurance companies 
haven It done this -- .Universal Life, because Universal Life is 
tremendous.- It is a better vehicle than what either one of you 

is talking about. 
SENATOR DALTON: No way; no way. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: There are investment plans that 

are being proposed by commercial interests, and they are 

available. 
SENATOR EWING: Universal Life, in particular. 

SENATOR DALTON: I I 11 tell you, he sou.nds · 1 ike an 

insurance agent, or something. 
SENATOR FELDMAN: Well, he is; he is. 
SENATOR DALTON: I se 11 it, too, but with mine you 

guarantee a tuition rate; you have a 10% discount; you have the 
ability to get a loan off the 50% of principal. I mean, that. 
i~ better than any life insurance salesman can give me, and I 

don't have my life license. 
SENATOR EWING: Yeah, but this way, with Universal 

Life, if the kid doesn It go to college, you get all that 
interest back. You can borrow against it without paying 
interest after about five or ~ix years. 

SENATOR DALTON: Well, from that perspective, you•re 

right. 
SENATOR EWING: Yeah. 
SENATOR DALTON: That's an option. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: · Any parent today can buy any 

number of tax-free municipal funds and accumulate funds to pay 

for his child•s education. It can be done. 
SENATOR DALTON: See, that is the problem I have-
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Let me just finish. What is 

the advantage of this over that? Three things possibly: 
First, there is no assurance to the parent that the moneys are 
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going to be sufficient to pay for the tuition, so the parent 
takes a risk with respect to the differences in rate of 
return. Two, the stability of the Program is a minor risk, but 
it is a risk. I mean, when you invest for the next five or ten 
years, you feel comfortable in what you invest in. When you 
are investing for 25, 30, or 35 years, you want to be sure that 
the money is going to_be there when the child reaches the age. 
A State-sponsored program can provide a little better assurance 
of that than other programs. Third, in the sense that there is 
no fear of it going out of business. That is what I am talking 
about. 

SENATOR DALTON: Well, I haven't seen a whole lot of 
insurance companies go out of business. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I am not suggesting that; I am 
just telling you what the differences are, that's all. 

SENATOR EWING: Other companies are going out of 

business. 
SENATOR DALTON: I mean, really--
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Wait, wait, wait, wait. You 

asked me what the differences are, and I am telling you what 
the differences are. 

SENATOR DALTON: Welli that's not a difference. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Okay. Well, there are 

insurance companies that go out of business. 
SENATOR DALTON: Life insurance companies. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Which is the one that we just 

had a major-~ 
SENATOR EWING: Ambassador. 
SENATOR DALTON: Ambassador is property/casualty. 

·CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Another reason --. and I think 
it is probably as much psychological as real, though it is real 

in part -- is that when you define a systematic Program like 

this, and publicize it, and identify it, and provide the 

guarantee of paying tuition, people wi 11 participate in it, 
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companies will participate 

otherwise begin to think in 

need to do an education job 

save in advance for the-ir 

in i-t I whereas 

these terms. We 

on parents, to 

children. When 

they will not 

really think we 

persuade them to 

you set up a 

mechanism to do that, it is a lot easier to accomplish. 

SENATOR DALTON: But I why would, for instance I your 

Program be more attractive than the one I have here? The 

problem I have with yours is that ybu don't make it attractive 

enough. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah, . you can say that, and 

that is so. The reason it is so is because we are presenting 

our Program as essentially an insurance program, and not an 

investment program; that is, we are arguing that investment 

programs are generally available, and what the parent needs and 

cannot otherwise get in our society is a guarantee of the 

tuition payment. 

·But, . the difference is, fundamentally again, between 

. our two Programs, Senator, is the subsidy that we think is 

necessary in your Program, and which we are concerned about 

because it reduces- the option of government then to make 

choices about how it wants to spend its money. 

SENATOR DALTON: I think we can work that out within 

our Program_. I don't think that is going to be a problem. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, then, our programs will 

be identical, because once we spread the risk, yours becomes a 

little less attractive to parents, and more attractive to 

institutions in the State. 

SENATOR DALTON: I have a commitment a basic 

principle that mine is always going to be-- I want that 

attractiveness. I don't want t6 just-- You know, you're 

talking about for the sake of State subsidy, eliminating some 

attractiveness. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: That's right. 
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. SENATOR DALTON: What I•m saying is, if you want 
middle-income people to invest in this Program, you are going 
to have to maintain a modicum of attractiveness. I mean, the 
greatest increases we are seeing in college these days a~e not 
tuition. They are the ancillary services that we allow people 
to botrow for. They are the greatest increases we are seeing. 
And, you know, talking about a room, or talking about books---

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Room and board, yeah. They 
tend to be affected more by the free market than tuition. 

SENATOR DALTON: Yeah. 
SENATOR EWING: Chancellor, what would be the cost to 

the State if the interest was given back to those who went into 
the Assurance Plan? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: It would be the difference 
between the inte~est you charge--

SENATOR EWING: Well, what did the actuary tell you? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, it depends how much 

interest you charge .. 
SENATOR EWING: You·ve had an actuary working on this. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Again, if the spread--
SENATOR EWING: Fine. In dollars-- You mu$t have 

some general figures -- parameters ~- you went through. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Our actuary worked on our 

proposal, not on that proposal. It depends on what you lend 
the money at. It depends on--

SENATOR EWING: Well, didn't he give you any 
examples? How much did you pay this guy? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Wait a minute. Are you asking . 
me to give--

SENATOR EWING: I want to ask something. Who was the 

actuary you got? 
ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR BRUGEL: Do you want me to answer 

that? 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah, go ahead, John. See, he 

answers the hard questions. I only answer the easy ones. 
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SENATOR EWING: Well, I hope you approve the bill. 
ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR BRUGEL: We did not use an 

external consultant for th~t. We used our own staff. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: We had it checked by an actuary. 
SENATOR EWING: Who is your actuary? 
ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR BRUGEL: Buck Consultants. We 

worked through the Department of the Treasury and used Buck 
-Consultants. They then looked at our actuarial model --- the 
model we used for a modeling. But we did not use Senator 
Dalton's bill, so we really can't respond to _your question. 

SENATOR EWING: When you used Buck-- They do the 
State's work. Don't they do the actuarial work for the State? 

SENATOR DALTON: They didn't study our bill. 
SENATOR EWING: Did they charge you a separate fee 

then? How much did they charge you? 
ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR BRUGEL: I think we have a 

contract that would provide for up to $aoo·o worth of 
consulting, and we have not used all of that yet. 

SENATOR_ EWING: I was just wondering what it would 
cost in your Plan -- the Insurance Plan -- if . the student 
decided not to go to college, or the student decided to go out 
of State, and the parent could get the money back with the 
interest. I think it would be very interesting to try that, 
because maybe that would have to be subsidized by the State to 
mak~ the Plan more attractive from that point of view. I think 
it is very unfair to take people and ask them to invest -- it 
is going to be a sacrifice for them now, even though it will be 
less than years from now -- and say, "Oh, you're not going to 
get anything back." 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: The answer is simple. We just 

have to calculate it. It would be the cost of-the interesti 
SENATOR EWING: Fine, but they--

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Wait a minute, Jack. Hold it, 

let me finish. 
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·SENATOR EWING: No, I was talking first. The 

-Universal Life plan~'""" They figure it out, and then they will. 

change the interest each year. It can be projected out. They 

can do that, and come up with some plan. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: We will give you a projection, 

but understand that when you permit the parent to withdraw the 

interest, you are likely then to change the taxability of the 

whole ProgFam. 

SENATOR EWING·:· Fine, but you don't know yet what the 

hell is going to happen with the IRS anyway -~ period. So, why 

bring that up? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Because we can make reasonable 

assumptions based on past tradition, practices, the current 

Internal Revenue-.,... We can anticipate what is likely to :Qe 

their decision. I mean, that is easy to do. 

SENATOR EWING: I· would be very interested to find 

that out then. 

SENATOR DALTON: Jack, may I pick up.on that point you 

were making? 

SENATOR EWING: Yes. 

SENATOR DALTON: I am a parent. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I am beginning to feel like a 

witness. 

SENATOR EWING: You are. 

SENATOR DALTON: I am a parent, and right now I have a 

Universal Life program for my kids. I do. 

SENATOR EWING: Yeah, I know. 

SENATOR DALTON: Okay. What I would get-- If the two 

children I am saving for don't go to school, decide not to for 

. one reason or another -- college --- then I still receive the 

interest accrued -- principal and interest accrued from that 

program. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Sure. 
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SENATOR DALTON: Okay? If I invest in your Program -

okay? --- and my daughter decides not to go ·to college, I just 

get the principal back. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: You are investing less in my 

Program than you would in the Universal Life policy, because 

you are _.paying a premium for your life insurance -- your term 

insurance. You've got two policies. You've got a term 

insuran~e policy and you •ve got an investment. If we charge 

the parents not 100% of tuition, as we didn't charge the 

parents current tuition;_ but 120% of the current tuition, or 

130% of the current tuition, yeah, we could do the same thing. 

See, you're :paying a premium-~ 

SENATOR DALTON: The ·whole thing is, I don't know--- I 

am trying to think of why I would take my money out of that 

Universal Life program -- that savings program -- to go into 

yours. That is what r-am trying to determine. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, once you • re in it, I'm 

sure you won't. 

SENATOR DALTON: Because, if my daughter decides not 

to go to school -- to college -- okay? -- then a 11 you • re 

giving me is the principal. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah. 

SENATOR DALTON: In Universal Life, I am getting the 

principal and the interest back. 

SENATOR EWING: And you don· t pay the tax on the 

interest until you take it out. 

SENATOR DALTON: That's right. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: But I let· s examine these 

differences. You know, we • re making all kinds of assumptions 

about numbers; and it· s hard -to do when you are comparing 

different approaches. 

SENATOR DALTON: Okay. 

CHANCELLOR · HOLLANDER: But 1 remember, in - your Plan I 

you are asking the institution to project tuition. Then you 
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are discounting 

interest. That 

that 

may 

proposal in our Plan, 

tuition is very high~ 

projection at the current rat~ of 

end up costing twice as much as the 

especially if that estimate of future 

SENATOR DALTON: Your actuary said that? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: No. I just preceded all of 

this by saying that we are looking at two differen~ approaches, 

and it is very hard to-- It depends entirely~- It really 

depends entirely upon what that projection is. If an 

institution projects a 10% increase in tuition-- With me? 

SENATOR DALTON: Yeah. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: If an institution projects a 

10% increase . in tuition, and the current market· rate is 7%, 

they have to put in more than today' s tuition to reac~ that . 

level, even 90%. So, we've got a Plan that says, "Here is what 

you have to pay in now, and here is the risk you assume." 

You've got a Plan that says, "We are going to determine what 

you have to pay in now to reach a predetermined amount. " And 

that will be higher than ours if the rate of tuition increase 

is higher than the current investment tate; It will· be lower 

than ours if the rate of tuition increase projected is less 

than the return on investment. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: If I may, this is---

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: So, what you are buying from us 

-- okay? -- let me put it down to a bottom line -- is likely to 

be -- again, we are dealing with conjecture -~ is likely to be 

a lower current outlay, Senator -- a lower current outlay. for 

that insurance than under any other proposal. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: May I suggest -- because this is 

conjecture now -- that there be a fiscal analysis on both 

plans, on Senator Dalton's Plan, your Department's Plan -- a 

thorough fiscal analysis by your Department, or whatever, and 

get it in to us as soon as possible. Then we would have these 

figures in black and white, and will be able to look at it from 

a fiscal point of view. 
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yes, but in every case we are 

going to have to make assumptions about all these variables. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: All right, but-~ 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: But, we can do that. We can 

assume th.at is the most likely circumstance, and then compare 

all of the plans. We can do that, sure. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: For both plans? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: . Oh, sure. 

SENATOR DALTON: See,. I think you are absolutely 

right, Matty. I don't think these programs are mutually 

exclusive. As a matter of fact, I think they go hand in hand. 

Obviously, the Legislature and the Governor in Michigan felt 

the same way, because their program is a combination of both 

cOmponents. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Senator, I just have to make it 

clear that you are absolutely right! We are proposing two 

proposals -- an Investment Plan, which is almost identical to 

yours, except it doesn't start with a projection of tuition, 

and an Assurance Plan, which is the altetnative. We are 

proposing that both be con~idered, not just one. 

SENATOR EWING: I have a question. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Yes, Senator Ewing. 

SENATOR EWING: On our loan default, you know-

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah? 

SENATOR EWING: The state is very, very low on it in 

New Jersey; I mean, what we would--

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah. Our loan default rate, I 

think, is 4.8%. The trigger is 5%. 

SENATOR EWING: If either one of these Programs, or a 

combination were put in, would it free up other money in the · . 

way of grants and things? 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Well, let me play out the 

scenario. To the extent that some people participate in this 

Plan who, 10 or 15 or 20.years from now, might suffer a loss of 
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income 9-nd, the ref ore, require TAG awards to the extent that 
this Program is available, they won • t need those awards. To 
the extent that this Program is available, they may not have to 
borrow, and to the extent that those persons are not as good a 
credit risk as others, the default rate will be affected 
favorably. 

SENATOR EWING: Well, should we think of something, 
and actually put it in, that if there is a substantial decrease 
in grants because of programs of this nature, and also a 
substantial decrease in de~ault, that part of that money could 
go toward funding this Plan to gradually lower what the people 
have to put in. lt seems the more money invested-- If the 
State put $20 million into a fund right now, it would certainly· 
help to lower what the people would have to pay. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: I think that is a fair 
statement, although it is hard to calculate. 

SENATOR EWING: Oh, yeah, but I mean to say if----
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Yeah. Any program that 

provides --- ·that eases . the circumstance of parent_s in providing 
for their child's education, will help the parents, will help 
the children, will help the colleges, and will very likely help 
the State, because it wi 11 reduce their dependence on State 
subsidy when they goto college. 

SENATOR EWING: I think that ought . to be looked at, 
too, to see if something possibly could be worked out. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Okay. 
SENATOR FELDMAN: . Thank you, Chancellor. 
CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Thank you for being so patient. 
SENATOR FELDMAN: And to you, John Brugel, thank you 

very much. 
Greer, the 

Association. 

We will now move on to our next witness, 
New Jersey State College Governing 

Chancellor, you are to be interviewed. 

CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Pardon? 
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SENATOR FELDMAN: The press wants you. Good morning, 

·Darryl. 
D A R R Y L G. G R E E R: Good morning; Mr. Chairman. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before this 

august body. First, I should say the Chancellor is a hard act 

to follow. Many of the things the Chancellor went into detail 

on I l wi 11 not take up the Corruni ttee' s time on. I haven't had 

a chance to review the Chancellor's Plan, though I have looked 

at the Senator's bill and am prepared to corrunent on that. 

I agree with many of the things that the Chancellor 

indicated before the Committee. I have for you-~ I have given 

Dr. Schorr a one--page statement which summarizes the position 

of the State College Governing Boards, which represents the 

nine State colleges in New Jersey. 

I had the privilege of talking briefly to Senator 

Dalton before today, so let me just make a couple of corrunents 

that I hope support· some of the things that the Committee may 

have al~eady discovered. 

First, the Association does support -- very much -

the approach that Senate~ Dalton is outlining, principally 

because it by his own admission is an innovative 

approach. The. purpose of this hearing is to acquire some 

testimony. information so that the · Senator and the Corruni ttee 

might rafine it. The main reason that the Association supports 

the bill is because it provides one method -- one alternative 

-- to helping families plan and pay for college. As the 

Chancellor pointed out, ~ith escalating costs and perhaps 

.declining Federal support, this approach does need to be looked 

at. 

I have indicated some of the str~ngths of the bill. I 

think there are· also some concerns, which I won't go into to 

any great detail. I think the Chancellor has already touched 

on that, related to who shares in the risk -- the family I the 

institution, and the State. I think, also, you have hit upon 
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with the Chancellor the uncertainty about tax deductibility, 
which may provide an incentive or a disincentive to prospective 
participants in the Plan. 

I think I would be remiss if I didn't echo some of the 
Chancellor '·s sentiments that even though the bill -~ and I 
think the sponsor -has already recognized this -- even though 
the bill, if enac:ted, can provide an important supplement to 
families and students in New Jersey, it probably cannot 
supplant the basic State and Federal student aid programs that 

.we have. I think the best support that this Committee and the 
Legislature can provide to citizens in New Jersey is continuing 
strong. support, as you have~ of the current basic student 
financial aid programs. 

One thing I would 1 ike to do, with the sponsor· s 
permission-- I have not consulted fully with his staff, but we 
really want to. make a pledge to assist the Committee, the 
sponsor and the cosponsors, and the Chancellor in taking a hard 
look at the Plan and how it might be revised or merged, a$ 
questions come up and additional study is done. We don • t have 
any magic answers, but we want to be supportive of the process 
to move this legislation along and study the issues. 

One thing I would offer, in addition to the excellent 
staff and resources that the Chancellor has, and·that the State 
colleges have, I think there are some national actors who John 
Brugel and the Chancellor are . quite aware of, who they, too, 
can call on, and who I think my office can call on, who we have 

all worked with, who have studied these proposals, not only in 
Michigan, but at other institutions, such as Dartmouth, 
Duquesne, or some of the other colleges that have made some 
attempts in this direction. 

So~ we look forward to supporting the sponsor and the 
Committee in trying to uncover what remedies the bi 11 may or 

may not need to move along in the legislative process. One 

thing I might point out, Mr. Chairman, is, in addition to my 
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one-page statement on behalf of the Association, just to 

illustrate how on target the sponsor and the Committee and the 

Chancellor are on this issue-- In the current issue of "The 

Chronicle of Higher Education," there are two very brief 

articles I have supplied to you, one on the Michigan plan and 

one on a brand-new proposal from the Governor of Missouri, 

Governor Ashcroft, who has been very active in the higher 

education refor,m movement nationally. He has offered a tuition 

savings plan that is interesting, which you may or may not want 

to look at, but I provided it for your information. Under this 

plan, a student or parents c6uld save for college tuition, and 

the Missouri taxes would be deferred. The family would not pay 

taxes, and the student could u•e it, in effect, as a ~oucher to 

go td any college in the country, not just in Missouri. 

Again, I applaud the Senator's efforts, and the 

Committee's hearing of this issue. We pledge our support to 

work with you in helping to seek the proper tools to put the 

legislation together. 

Thank you. 

SENA.TOR FELDMAN: Thank you, Darryl. You· know, some 

important pieces of legislation take two or three years to 

really get on the Governor's desk. However, I am determined 

·that this bill is going to be expedited. With everyone's 

cooperation, I want this signed into law by the fall of this 

year. We want to send a signal out to the people of this 

State, as well. as to the nation, that New Jersey is taking 

. another big step forward to help higher education, as well as 

the middle-class community of our State. 

Are there any questions for Darryl Greer? 

SENATOR DALTON: No, I just appreciate his offer, and 

we are going to take him up on it. 

MR. GREER: Like you, Senator, I have a six-year-old 

at · home. We are in Bur 1 ington County, and I, perhaps, have 

benefited from too much higher education. But, he needs a 

chance, too, and we look forward to assisting you on this. 
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SENATOR EWING: Do you want to buy from Universal Life? 

MR. GREER: How about--· Is a lunch involved in this? 

SENATOR EWING: I'll give you my card. 

MR. GREER: Okay, that's a good deal. 

SENATOR EWING: I'll give you his card. 

MR. GREER: That's a good deal. Thank you. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Robert Janiszewski, Association of 

Independent Colleges and Universitiesi Good mprnirtg, Bob. 

R 0 B E R T C. J A N I S Z E w. S K I: Mr. Chairman and 

members of the Committee, first let me thank you for the 

opportunity to appear here before you today on behalf· of the 

Association and our colleges and universities. You will note· 

from the submitted testimony that-- I think on page 1 I 

broached the basic issue which this bill is aimed at. As a 

matter of fact, it is the same issue that the Tuition Aid Grant 

Program in New Jersey is aimed at. It is the same issue that 

the proposed loan component to the Program in the Senator's 

bill is aimed at. That all has to do with the affordability of 

college. 

Needless to say, like the Chancellor, like the 

Senator, like the State. colleges and Rutgers University, the 

independent colleges have an abiding concern with regard to the 

issue of affordability of a college education. Our sector of 

the Higher Education quilt -- an opportunity that exists -- is 

the one which is most tempest tossed. in the arena of market 

forces. Consequently, we are, I think, extraordinarily 

sensitive, when one takes a look at the average independent 

institution, to. the issue of cost, to the issue of tuition, 

and, further, to the issue of· our abi 1 i ty to attract students 

to our institutions so that we may perform the mission for 

which our institutions exist. 

I note here in the early part of the paper several 

issues that have -- or several studies that have reported data 

which are of substantial concern to us. I am not going to go 
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through all of them now, except to cormnend the written 

testimony to the- Cormni ttee, which wi 11 help to point out some 

of the dee1? and abiding concerns our insti t\,ltions have in the 

issue of affordability. 

I should also say that I can only echo what ·the 

Chancellor has shared with the Committee with regard to the 

recent Federal budget·proposals as they af~ect student aid, as 

they affect other programs. College Wo!=k Study, I think, 

should be mentioned specifically. Somet-imes people don't look 

at that as a form of aid because students work for that money, 

but, nonetheless, it is. Essentially, Secretary Bennett is 

carving out and substantially slashing the patchwork of aid 

programs which allow our institutions to be affordable to the 

broad scope of students who are seeking higher education. 

We are not -- choose not to be, and continue to pursue 

what we hope is the destiny of serving the entire demographic 

curve in the State of New Jersey, students fr6m every ebonomic 

background, every social description, and all manner of 

religions. That patchwork qui 1 t of aid enables us to do that. 

I should, on behalf of those institutions, thank the 

Legislature, and thi-s Committee, in particular, for its suppqrt 

in helping to bolster the variety of student aid programs that 

the State has offered, which assist us to allow students to 

participate in the educational processes at our institutions. 

Rather than go through, again, the statistics of what 

the Sec-retary has proposed, suffice it to say that each year 

that he has proposed dramatic reductions in student aid, the 

Congress has, frankly, come to our rescue as the higher 

education community, by and large. However, it has been a 

rescue, as the Chancellor pointed out, of saving what is there, 

of trying to keep things whole and intact, as opposed to 

looking toward the future for new and creative ways to help 

students a~d their families to finance higher education. 
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Each time the Secretary and the Administration does 

that, it magnifies what people are already feeling, and that is 

a growing concern with the question of how to go about the 

business of paying for a college education. 

So, against that backdrop, let me suggest -- and I 

have shared this with Senator Dalton in the past ....:_ that we, as 

the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, have 

encouraged our national Association to ·form a task force --

which was done -- to take a look at the issue of prepayment 

plans and the wide variety that have been proposed in a number 

of states across the country. Essentially, that task force 

came back and reported -- just last week in Washington -- that 

they recommended that a national plan be put together. I 

think, from our· perspective as the New Jersey Association of 

Independent Colleges, we hold out little hope that the national 

government, at this stage in the process, would be wi 11 ing to 

put forward new and creative financing plans that perhaps have 

the potential to call for a commitment of additional Federal 

dollars, at the very same time when the ·current proposal on the 

table before the Appropriations Committees is to reduce student 

aid ~0% and better across the country. 

So, we really think that the leadership role in 

alternate methods of financing higher education is being cast 

upon the states, and the states, much to their credit, and.this 

Committee, to its credit, and to Senator Dalton as the sponsor, 

to his credit, have been willing and eager to take up that 

task. We hope, in the long run that if a good number of 

states, in fact, do that, and proceed in their own way with 

plans of this nature, we may, in fact, from the grassroots of 

the states, in the final analysis, create, piece by piece, a 

national program. 

But, in the meantime, I am not holding that hope 

forward. at this point. We encourage the Conuni ttee, . the 

Department, the Chancellor, and all of the sectors of higher 
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education in New Jersey, frankly, to join together to encourage 

the adopt ion of a plan. I don't propose to suggest to the 

Corruni ttee that I know a plan, or the plan, or which plan it 

should be, but we have setforth in the testimony here several 

components .·which we . think are important elements of a good 

prepayment plan. I would like to share them with you. They 

are numbered and underlined here for easy reference, and I will 

make this as brief as I can. 

To echo what Mr. Greer said --- and it is something 

that is very close to the hearts of the independent 

institutions likewise~ given what I stated earlier about being 

very sensitive to market forces· and to price -~ this Plan 

should not be viewed -- and I will no doubt say this many times 

through the process -- as a mechanism or a way to supplant 

other student aid programs, . whether they be Federal or State. 

I know it is not the intent.· of the Corruni ttee to do that. The 

reason I emphasize that at this point,.· in public, is, in fact, 

to be on the public record. We have seen, in recent days in 

Washington, a variety of proposals put forward as · new 

initiativ~s in student aid. The one most recently put forward 

is the Income Contingent Loan Program, which Secretary Bennett 

has put·forward, but he has put. that forward in the.context as 

a replacement of Campus Work Study, as a replacement of State 

Studen:t Incentive Grants, or Student Assistance Grants, and a 

wide variety of other student aid programs. 

So, I want to be clear frotn the outset, and on the 

record, that our support of the concept and encouragement of· 

its adoption should not be read, in any quarter, as a way in 

which to save money, to reduce student aid programs in. any 

other quadrant of the highe.r education corrununi ty. I think the 

important point to make here is, these programs-- This 

particular proposal is, in fact, a viable alternative only for 

families which, in fact,. can afford, and have the current 

income resources, to put that money aside. ·It may even be a 
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viable option for families which could borrow money .if they do 
not have a current cash flow adequate to the job of investing 
in such a program. Home could· craft a way through horne equity, 
I suppose, to make even the interest and debt service on the 
borrowing as a tax exemption in order to place money into the 

fund. 
But, for those who do not have home equity, for those 

who do not have current income which would be adequate to the 
amount of money needed to be invested, it stili would be, where 
a college ·education may perhaps even become more remote in 
their perceived ability to pay for it, for those families. 
And, of course, I am principally speaking now of a demographic 
which is a low-income demographic, which is basically an urban 
center demographic, and an important part of the higher 
education opportunity that the State of New Jersey offers. 

I point to studies by the Department of Higher 
Education and the focus it has placed on the decline in 

minority enrollment in our 
submit that the Committee 

colleges and universities, 
should keep in mind that 

and 
many 

families of lower socioeconomic status may not be able, at some 
point in time, to contribute to such a plan, depending on what 
the final plan may be . 

. We think that the Plan itself, as a concept, is one 
that should enhance student choice. That is what it is meant 
to do, I think, by providing vehicles and motivation and a 
mechanism through which families can save. 

In connection with that, and I think some of that was 
revealed through · earlier discussion, we believe the Plan 
absolutely must be simple. I have had these conversations with 
people on many occasions, with regard to various options in 
such plans and, more often than not, within about 15 or 20 

minutes of exploring options, the person is absolutely lost in 

the explanation of how it works, what it does, what about these 
units. of tuition, what is a standard unit, and it's lost. If 
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people don.lt understand what a plan is about, if it is not 

placed in the most simple terms, it is -going to be very 

difficult to get them to write a check, which is certainly the 

most important ·part of this process, to get money into an 

account which then can be used. 

I want to skip over point four, except to say that 

when I say that a plan of.this nature shou19- enhance choice, I 

think the Co~ittee .should look at the is~ue of portability. 

How portable is it? Obviously, if it were a national plan, it 

. would be portable across the. country. I understand, however, 

the Corruni ttee Is desire to address the question about migration 

likewise. I further understand, in a State-sponsored Program 

in particular, and. one that may have some State appropriation 

attendant to it perhaps now or down the line, that there·would 

be an incentive to spend that in-State. But, I raise that as 

an issue that perhaps could be addressed, although we are quite 

sensitive, likewise as the independent sector, to the issue of 

out-migration. 

New jersey, as you know_, ranks number one in the 

country in the net out~migration of students to other states. 

So, I only mention that in passing, and place no emphasis 

really on it. 

Point. five, I think, is the most critical one. Our 

task force, that is the national Association's task force, in 

talking with a number of consultants, which I know that the 

legislative staff has spoken with, and the Department likewise, 

has gotten the message time . and time and time again. I don • t 

propose or submit to you as an expert on tax law, but from IRS 

rulings in the past, I think one thii'lg is relatively sure. 

Unless the Plan can· be viewed as a purchase of service, in 

advance of the delivery of that service, it may very well start 

to move away from the possibility of being ruled as tax exempt. 

I don It believe we can approach the national 

government at this point · and ask for the tax exemption, 
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although it may be a possibility for the future. But, at this 
point, I would suggest, and Dr. Anderson out at Columbia has 
suggested likewise many a time, that the careful crafting of 
the verbiage in the bill~ that the turning of one word here or 
there could very· well impact a potential IRS review of the 
bill. The closer it can be desciibed and, in fact, operate as 
a purchase of service, the greater the likelihood of a tax 
exemption. 

The reason I emphasize that is, I really believe that 
that is the singular most important incentive to invest in this 
Program -- the tax exempt nature of it. I think that is the 
very reasonwhyMichigan has waited to implement that component 
of their program ~- awaiting a ruling from IRS. Without that 
exemption, I think they have found the attractiveness of 
investment, no matter how many other whistles and bells are put 
on it, may not be enough to make the program a viable 
alternative for financing higher educ~tion. 

Additionally, I want to reinforce something that the 
Chancellor did say, anticipating a question the Conunittee may 
pose. It is 1 is ted as point a. underneath this. It falls in 
the first position because of our view that it is an important 
one. The Program, as submitted -- as introduced by Senator 
Dalton -- called for an automatic 10% discount. The issue was 
addressed a little bit earlier by the .Chancellor. If we are 
talking about an average tuition in the independent sector 
today of some $6000 -- to take a round number -'- that discount 
this year would be $600, multiplied times the number of· 
students. Ten years, 15 or 20 from now, that would be a 
substantial number of dollars, and that presupposes the ability 
of an institution to, in fact, project accurately, at least to 

some degree, 15 years later. 
Our sector has a difficulty with guaranteeing that 

tuition at the discounted level because of the substantial 

nature of what that discount would be in raw dollars, number 
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one. And secondly, because, I would have to say, ·they feel it 

would be a virtual ·impossibility to,· by any stretch of 

definition, to accurately. project tuition out that far. The 

reason is,_ too many other forces· well beyond our control imp~ct 

directly on our tuition structure. The most recent example is 

the reauthorization of the Higher Education Assistance Act in 

Washington, which took place last year in 1986, and that 

reoccurs every five years .. · It is impossible for us to. know 

five years from now, or 10, ·what that Higher Education 

Assistance Act will be,· or what· the economy will be, or 

whether, as in the past several years, the State or Federal 

government would require us, as an economic unit, to address. 

such issues as asbestos removal, without the resources to do 
. . 

· so, which ultimately impact tuition; fire code upgrades, which, 

again, without resources, fall principally in our structure ~

our economic structure -- as institutions, impact on tuition. 

The . imponderables and the uncontrolled costs are so 

dramatically a part of the tuition structure in the independent 

sector, any cilculation out that far, if I were a college 

president in the independent sector, would be highly suspect, 

and would, perhap~, even put me at professional ~isk, given the 

inability to clearly see that far into the future and in light 

of the backdrop of reauthorization and other issues which could 

come. 

Let me, at this point, stop to say that the balance is 

contained within the document that we would 1 ike to suggest as 

attractive features of a plan. ·We think it is important that 

such a plan be developed. In the summary section, we do make a 

recormnendation -- and I have heard it made twice already 

today. Rather than go directly to the verbiage contained in 

there, our recommendation essentially was goi·ng to be_ -- before 

Senator Feldman made his commentary about his intended time 

line -- that the Committee continue to do what it has done 

today. You have really been a lightening rod today. The 

Senator was a 1 ightening rod in the introduction of the bi 11; 
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drew attention to it; drew out some research. This Conunittee 

hearing today was a lightening rod insofar as it brought people 

to the table who finally had to corruni t one way or the other: 

In our case, two concepts and components in an ideal plan 

· perhaps; and the Chancellor who corruni tted to the nuts and bolts 

in an actual plan. You have moved this process along simply by 

virtue and act of having this hearing. 

We ask, in the testimony, that you, in fact, as the 

Legislature, set up a task force. Now, that ~ounds like a way 

that time could be consumed on this thing. There have been 

student aid task forces put together by the Board of Higher 

Education. Mr. Merck has chaired those in studying alternative 

ways. The Chancellor and his Department have obviously done a 

great deal of work on this. Darryl Greer and the State 

colleges, Rutgers, NJIT, and others have no doubt looked at 

it. As a corrununi ty of colleges from an institutional 

perspective, though, those institutions have not shared with 

each other some of the information that they· have today shared 

with this Committee. I think perhaps you can assist us in 

putting together those components of the community who wi 11 be 

dealing with this on a day-to-day basis, not in any way to 

delay, although I did suggest September-- The reason I did, 

frankly, Senator, is because during the summer we are in a down 

cycle compared to the level of activity colleges have during 

the course of the normal academic year, and would have a little 

bit more time. Buti I am not wedded to that; neither are the 

independent colleges. 

SENATOR FELDMAN i 

from Hudson, 

achievement. 

we would 

Before you become County Executive 

like to have this as your crowning 

MR. JANISZEWSKI: It could very well be. 

SENATOR EWING: Did you switch parties? 

MR. JANISZEWSKI: No, sir, not the last time I looked 

at my registration card. 
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SENATOR FELDMAN: What I intend to do-- I was going 
to call, not for·a task force, but for a work group-- a work 
group. l was going to ask Dr. Schorr to be the organizer of 

· this work group, speaking . for me and for this Conuni ttee. On 
that work group,·· I.· would like to have everyone who testified 
here today-- the Chancellor•s representative, you, and Darryl, 
and John Brugel, and also staff ~uch as Bob Noonen, and whoever 
else _ _;, people who are informed: and who want to work on this 
thing and who can make ·a contribution -- because we must move. 
If there is anyone sitting here who is not a vitness today -- I 

don· t want it too unwieldy -- but anyone who feels he or she 
can add something to this work group, I would be very happy to 
entertain that name. 

MR. JANISZEWSKI: We would be absolutely delighted_ to 
participate in such a working group, with the understanding 
that it is a working ~roup which, on a time line, would 
participate in the crafting and--

SENATOR FELDMAN: Right, and to make sure it is 
expedited and that we move a_long, I am going to suggest, ask, 
corrunand, whatever, that the sponsor of the bill chair this work 
grotip. So, you ate their -first head, Senator Dalton. 

SENATOR DALTON: Good. As long as it is a corrunand, 
Matty--

MR. JANISZEWSKI: Senator, we appreciate the 
invitation to participate, and look forward to the calling of 
that work group together. 

With that, let me submit myself to whatever questions 
the Conunittee mayhave at_this point. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: I think you have encapsulated and 
summarized the things that have been said, and also the views 
of the independent colleges. I think this is something we must 
read (referring to witness·· written statement), and we will. 

Dan, do you have any questions for Bob? 
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SENATOR DALTON: No. I just think Bob's suggestion 

with regard to the real concern he places on the verbiage 

within the bi 11, with regard to its potential tax impact as 

determined by the IRS, is, you know...,.- He is right on target. 

I think we should take a look at some of ·the other programs 

that are now being proposed throughout the country. I think · 

that is another ideal suggestion. I look forward to _working 

with you, Bob, on this. 

MR. JANISZEWSKI: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR FELDMAN: Thank you, Bob. Is there anyone 

here who wishes to comment, who has not declared herself or 

himself as a witness? (no response) If not, let me thank you 

for coming, and you, Chancellor, for giving up your time, and 

your staff. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

News Release 
For Release: IMMEDIATELY 

Telephone: c.Tohn Brugel 
(609) 588--3225 

CHANCELLOR OF HIGHEREDUCATION TESTIFIES 
ON TUITION INVESTMENT PROGRAM 

TRENTON, February 11, 1987 .,..- Chancellor T. Edward Hollander appeared 

today before the Senate Education Committee in the State House Annex to testify on 

Senator Daniel Dalton's Tuition Investment Program bill (S-2499). 

Before commenting on the bill, Chancellor Hollander emphasized affordability 

as currently one of the major issues in higher education. T!Unless we address this issue. H 

he said~ '.'New Jersey stands to lose a generation of nurses~ teachers, social workers and 

other professionals who cannot mortgage themselves indefinitely to pay for educational 

costs .. , 

The Chancellor also expressed his concern over decreasing federal support 

of student financial aid. In 1981-82 the federal government supported 29 percent of college 

expenses for undergraduate students; by 1985-86 that figure had dwindled to only 17 percent. 

Hollander noted that the Federal Administration's FY 1988 budget proposals threatened 

to rescind almost $30 million in FY 1987 funds to New Jersey and to cut current programs 

by at least S90 million in FY 1988 .. Students wHl have to pay more for federal loans and 

only ·a small number of the neediest students will obtain a federal grant. 

Given the reduced federal commitment, Chancellor Hollander said that he 

supported efforts of state representatives to develop innovative funding strategies for 

students. He praised Senator Dalton and his staff for their work in sending the message 

to families on the responsibility for saving for a college education. Moreover, he felt 

the bill also helps promote New Jersey institutions by making them even more financially 

attractive to students. 

-more-
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CHANCELLOR TESTIFIES; Page 2 

The Chancellor asked that Senator Dalton's bill be revised to reduce the risk 

to New Jersey colleges. He also pointed out that the supplemental Joan component of 

the bill could be extremely costly to the state because it requires significant state subsidies 

and could reduce the availability of state funds for other state aid programs. 

Hollander noted that, in conjunction with the Board of Higher Education's 

Student Assistance Committee, the Department has also been working on , a tuition· 

pre-payment plan that is similar to Senator Dalton's bill. The Department's plan, the 

Tuition Assurance Plan, differs, however, on several points. The Department's proposal 

allows participants to choose between tax-free and taxable benefits and calculates payments 

on the basis of current tuition prices instead of future tuition projections. This program 

would guarantee to institutions payments of at least 90 percent of tuition to minimize 

the institution's risks. Initial program funding would be provided ~hrough the New Jersey 

Higher Education Assistance Authority, and the program's fund· would be allowed to build 

up reserves to minimize any financial exposure to the state. 

The Chancellor released a draft copy of the department proposal at the hearing, 

adding that it would be circulated to the higher education community for comments, and 
. . 

that the program would bepart of the final Student Assistance Committee recommendations. 

to be presented to the State Board of Higher Education in :\lay 1987. 
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THE NEW JERSEY TUITION ASSURANCE PLAN 

DRAFT 

February 9, 1987 

Office of Student Assistance 

Department of Higher Education 

#4 Quakerbridge Plaza 

Trenton, NJ 08625 
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Executive Summary 1. 

The New Jersey Tuition Assurance Plan is a savings plan rlesigned to offer 

families an attractive means to insure themselves against the rising expense of senning 

their chilciren to New Jerse~r colleges. The Plan gn:::~r~mtpes thflt r0JlPge credits purchaserl 

at the current tuition price or the current price plus a small prenittm can be redeemed 

at no further charge when the child enrolls in a participating institution in New Jers~y. 

The Pl?n also offers the possibility of eliminating the tax consequences of the guarantee. 

The Plan \'.'ill he Rdministereri hy a public Authority. All public institutions 

of higher erlucation anrl those inciependent colleges anci universities in New Jersey that 

elect to participate agree to accept from this Plan the future policy ·value. or the actual 

tuition cost of crerlits assurerl on behalf of matriculating students. (\vhichever is less). 

The Plan. will reir:1hurse institutions for a minimum of 909-1 of tuition. In return. 

participating institutions agree to provide to students accepted for arlmission the number 

of crerlits (or their eqilivalent) assured through this Plan. The Plan is not envisioned to 

require any state funning: . start-up funrls will be loane0 to the. program_ by the Higher · 

Erlucation Assistance Authority. 

For each child insureo. families will select which participating institution 

the chilci \vill attend anrl the number of assured credits (from one semester to four years). 

This will determine the cost of the policy to the family based on current tuition prices 

at that institution. When the child reaches colleg-e-going age, he or she can use the tuition 

·policy to attenrl the designated college. If. however, the beneficiary decirles to attend 

a different- participating institution. exchange agreements among these institutions. will 

allow the individual to transferthe prepaid tuition. 

The Plan offers two options which affect the tax status of the tuition benefits 

and the vdthdrawal terms of the Plan. Under the tax-free option~ any refunds paid out 

to those who withdraw are limited to the principal only. Though dependent on an IRS 

ruling, it is anticipated that this shou10 make the benefits of the Plan non-taxable. Under 

the interest...;bearing option. payments will be based on current tuition plus a small premium, 

but any refunds will be baserl on both the prinr.ipal plus an interest amount determined 

. by the Authority. It is anticipaterl that these benefits will be taxable. 

The Plan offers families a guaranteed tuition. the opportunity for a wide 

range of choice among higher education institutions in Nev\' Jersey, the option of realizing 

certain tax advantages on the appreciaten value of the policy, and the chance to receive 

a refund or to transfer the crerlits in the event of a change of plans. The Plan offers New 

Jersey college~ an attractive means of r~cruiting students and a guaranteed return. 
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Objectives of the New Jersey Tuition Assurance Plan 

To enable families to plan better for meeting the costs of college educatioP. 

the Depart mc>nt of Higher Erlucation recom menrls the establishment of the New Jer~ey 

Tuition Assurance Plan. This Plan will enhance a families' ability and willingness to pursue 

higher educntion for· their chilrlr·en in New Jersey. 

The primary purpose of the Tuition Assurance :plan is to encourage families 

to save for their chilrlrens' erlucation by providing a financially attractive savings plan. 

The program is designed as an insurance policy for families against the risk of rising higher 

education co~t~. The Plan allows families to set aside funds long before their chilrlren 

reach college age anrl may mitigate against the current trend of rising debt burrlen by 

· encouraging families to "save now" instead of "owe later." 

A secon<iary purpose of the Tuition Assurance Plan is to provide institutions 

of higher e<iucation in New Jersey with a program to help attract and retain New Jersey 

students. By ensuring a tuition payment plan for students, these institutions will be better 

situated . to pursue tuition strategies compatible with the overall objectives of bjgher 

education in Ne\\' Jer'sey and the mission of their institution. In arlrlition, the Tuition 

Assurance Plan will permit institutions to share the risks anrl benefits of guaranteeing 

a future rate of tuition. By participating in a single state-wirle plan anrl pooling their 

resources. they can benefit from the economies of scale. higher investment returns, the 

transferability of benefits between institutions. and the general goodwill anrl publicity 

that will he generated. 

Administrative Provisions 

A public authority shall oversee the operation of the Tuition Assurance Plan. 

In order to maintain and administer the program, the authority sh~ll create the Tuition 

Assurance Plan Funrl as a separate. nonlapsing revolving fund which shall he used exclusively 

for the purposes of the program. The monies in the fund shall be invested and reinvesterl 

by the Authority through the State Treasury. The fund shall include all monies invested 

in the Plan by participants, all interest received on monies in the fund, all fees chargerl 

for participating in the Plan, as \veil as any other monies, public or private, contributed 

to the fund. Initially. the fund shall sePk a loan from the New Jersey Higher EduGation 

Assistance Authority to estahlish fund reserves and cover administrative costs. Once 

the tuition fund has stahilized its reserves. this loan shall he repairl. 



3. 

On or before ~.Iar·ch 1 of each year~ the Authority shall make an annual report 

on the activities of the program for the preceding calendar year to the Governor and the 

Lq::isle1 t ure. including in the report a complete orera ting anrl financial statement. The 

authority shall provide. for an external audit of the fund each year by certified public 

accountants. 

Institutional Provisions 

Every public institution of higher education in New Jersey shall participate 

in the Plan and each inciependent institution of higher education in New Jersey can elect 

to participate by ~uhmitting·a formal request to the Authority. All participating in~titutions 

shall submit annually the average per credit tuition charge (or its equivalent) for attending 

that institution. This price will be used to rletermine the institutional tuition crerlit 

e~change rate on each policy issuerl during that acarlemic year. 

Each participating institution agrees to accept from the Authority the 

reciemption value of each assurance policy redeemerl at the institution during the semester. 

The redemption value will be at least ~0% of the a.ctual tuition chargerl at the time the 

policy is re<ieemeci. The Authority shall determine the distribution of funds above the 

90°6 level based upon tuition charge~ and participation levels at each institution. Any 

surplus (funris above the 100°6 level) will he allocaterl between the institutions and the 

Plan. 

Each participating institution agrees to provide to every beneficiary of a 

valid assurance policy who is adm itterl to the institution~ the number of tuition. credits 

(or their equivalent) providerl through. that policy. If the policy is wort.h more than four 

years of tuition at that insitution, then the beneficiary's options depend on the withdrawal 

provisions of the policy. If the policy provides interest-bearing \Vithdrawal, then the 

difference will be refundeci to the beneficiary by the Authorit~' at the withdrawal interest 

rate. If the policy provirles for tax-free henefits. then only the principal may be refunded. 

Sponsor and Beneficiary Provisions 

Tuition assurance policies can be bought by an~· individual acting as sponsor. 

The designaterl beneficiary must he younger than fifteen ~:ears-old anci must have· heen 

horn in New Jersey or be R resirlent of the state for twelve months prior to Application . . . 
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open 1:1 policy. If the beneficiary of a policy changes state residence., he or she will not 

lo~e assured tuition benefits. but any tuition not covered by the policy at public institutions 

\vill he assessed at the prevailing non-resident rate. A policy cannot have more than one 

beneficiary and the policy cannot be transferred from the designated beneficiary to another 

individual. 

At the time the sponsor opens a policy~ the sponsor must choose one of two 

withdrawal options. The first option is designed to carry no federal tax consequences 

(subject to IRS confirmation). This option restricts the cash surrender value of the policy 

to principal only if the sponsor or beneficiary withdraws from the Plan without redeeming 

the policy for its tuition benefits at a participating New Jersey institution. The second 

option is expected to carry a tax consequence on the accrued value of the policy, whether 

it i~ redeemed for tuition or surrendered for cash. This option restricts the cash surrender 

value of the policy to principal plus a rate of withdrawal interest set by the Authority 

and specified in the policy. This option also· requires a premium or surcharge that must 

be paid by the sponsor in addition to current tuition value when the policy is purchased. 

The premium serves to cover the greater risk borne by this type of policy and will be 

included in de term i.ning the policy's cash surrender value. Both the withdrawal interest 

. rate and the premium rate will be adjusted annually by the Authority. 

The sponsor designates the participating institution whose tuition is to be 

assured at the time the policy is purchased. However, the beneficiary can enroll and claim 

assured credits (or their equivalent) at any institution that is participating in the Plan. 

The rate of credit exchange will be established according to the relative cost per credit 

for each institution at the time the policy was purchased. Normally~ a maximum of four 

years of undergraduate credits will be assured. Any payments due to the beneficiary 

resulting from a transfer from the designated institution will be refunded under the 

withdrawal terms. 

The Authority will set a minimum <iollar amount for each payment made· 

toward the beneficiary's policy. For example, the Authority may require a minimum annual 

payment of one semester's tuition, or Sl ,500, \vhichever is less. The Authorit~y' may charge 

both an administrative fee to cover record-keeping costs and a withdrawal fee to cover 

the additional costs associated with withdrawal. Once initiated, policy payments can 

be made up to the beneficiary's eighteenth birthday. 
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Corporations and other institutions in the state should be encouraged to provide 

payroll withholding plans to permit employees to participate in the Plan. The state may 

also want to establish a withholding plan for state employees. Corporations and institutions 

will qualify a~ ~ponsors if they choose to make such arrangements available a~ a fringe 

benefit for children of their employees. 

Participating in this Plan shall in no \vay be construed to ensure that the 

beneficiary shall be admitted to a participating institution, nor shall an institution be 

required to follow any ~pecial admission policy for plan participants. 

Any beneficiary who does not redeem either a part of the whole of a matured 

policy for credits at a participating institution, can surrender that part or \~hole to the 

Authority for a cash refund. The amount of the refund depends upon the withdrawal option 

chosen by the spon~or. The Authority shall develop policies for providing equitable refunds 

in case of the death or disability of a beneficiary. 



The Risks and Benefits 

Sponsors and Beneficiaries 

o. 

The Tuition .-\ssuranc.e Plan is constructed to balance the risk between the 

families and the institutions. The risk to the families is obviously based upon which plan 

option is selected. L~nder the tax-free option~ the r·is~ is that the participants lose all 

investment earnings should they decide. to withdraw from the Plan. Under the taxable 

option. there is less risk in case of withdrawaL as the participant is guaranteed investment 

earnings at an interest rate established by the Authority. Cnder this option, however, 

the purchase cost is: increased by an initial premium to reduce institutional risk. 

In the case of either option, the potential value of the tuition benefit of the 

Plan will be greater than the amount that would have been gained through regular savings 

plans. Families will have to assess the risk of withdrawal before joining the Plan. It is 

anticipated that the Plan will attract primarily those families who feel that there is a 

relatively smo.ll chance thot the student will opt . not to attend college or attend a 

non-participating institution. 

There are several potential benefits of the Tuition Assurance Plan. 'Families 

benefit from the peace of mind they gain when they know that their children!s educational 

future is financially secure. They also benefit from having access to a regular mechanism 

for stretching out colleg·e payments over a reasonable length of time and at today's lower 

prices. Finally. fa milie~ \·:ill benefit if they wish to reduce the tax cons.equences of paying 

for higher college costs and choose the tax-free option. Although the tax benefit must 

await IRS ruling, the restrictive features of the tax-free option increase the chance of 

a favorEJh1c outcome. 

Institutions 

The risk to institutions in the Tuition Assurance Plan is that the amount they 

are reimbursed from the funrl falls short of actual tuition. The maximum risk that a·n 

institution is exposed to is 90°6 of the actual tuition rate. The institution will receive 

funds above the 90°0 level based upon tuition charges and participation levels in the Plan. 

Any funds in excess of the tuition level vdll be split between the institution and the 

Authority. The size of the risk to institutions is dependent on the percentage spread 

between tuition increases and investment earnings. The Plan assumes that long-term 

investment rates will be close enough to the tuition increase rates over time to make 

the loss to institutions minimal. 
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Institutions benefit from the public goodwill that. such a plan will generate. 

Yearly increases in the cost of college have sensitized families to the financial burden. 

they must bear if they want their children to get a quality higher education. Institutions 

should play a role in helping ·parents pay for highE:r costs at the same time as they raise 

those co~b. Institutions also stand to benefit from any surplus generated by the Plan. 

The Authority 

The reserves of the Tuition Assurance Plan will help minimize risk to the 

institutions and the ~tate. The source of the reset;ves will be a) the initial premium of 

participants under the taxable option who do not withdl'8\\': b) full or partial interest benefits 

of participants who withdraw: and c) any other revenues contributed to the fund. A portion 

of the reserves must be used to cover liquidity needs and administrative costs of the 

program. Any surplus in the reserves \\•ill be allocated between the institutions and the 

fund based upon criteria developed by the Authority. 

The Plan will involve minimal risl-\ to the Authority as it will be held liable 

only for the amount that investments fall below 9096 of the tuition value. The Plan does 

not require any initial state subsidies as. reserve funds will be established through a loan 

from a non-state account controlled by the New Jersey Higher Education Assistance 

Authority (NJHEA:\), 

The benefits to the State under this plan are several. The ·State will be 

providing New Jersey residents with a mechanism to save for higher education. In the 

long run this savings tool may reduce families! dependence on loans or even State grant 

programs. By establishing one statewide program (as opposed to individual institutional 

. prepayment plans) the State is able to provide New Jersey residents with a choice of in-state 

educational opportunities. Finally, the State will be able to. minimize the administrative 

costs and maximize investment returns by running one statewide program. 
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Cost Implications of the Tuition Assurance Plan 

The costs of administering the plan will be met through custodial and 

transaction fees paid by the participants. A grant of S1 oo,noo will be requested from 

the NJHEAA to establish the program in the first year. 

The cost to the colleges or the Authority will be determined by the long-run 

difference between the average rate of tuition increase and the average rate of return 

on investment to the plan fund (the !!point spread'; between tuition rates and interest rates). 

Currently, the return on ten-year Treasury bonds is between 7-8 percent, while New Jersey 

college tuition has been increasing by 7-9 percent annually over the past five years. 

Although several colleges are considering increases higher than this in the next few years, 

such high rates of tuition growth cannot be sustained over a long period of time, and it 

is unlikely that the average spread will exceed two points in the long run. Under either 

withdrawal option. the Plan will be able to pay the colleges over 90 66 of actual tuition 

even if the rate of return on investment averages two percentage points below tuition 

growth. If the rate of return is only 1°6 below the tuition growth rate. the Plan can generate 

a surplus. There is no exposure to the Authority unless the long-run point spread is 3 points 

or more. (see Tables 1 and 2) 

It is difficult to predict how many participants would actually be attracted 

to such a plan. There are about 1. 5 million children under age 15 in New Jersey. About 

75 percent will gradunte from high school, about 60 percent of the high school graduates 

will go to college~ and about 60 percent of these will go to college in New Jersey. That 

means there is a potential population of 400,000 participants (1.5 million x .75 x .60 x 

.6 0 ). If we ass urn e that the Plan will at tract only one percent of these per year, then 

about 4,000 would enter the Plan every year. 

However, pay-out costs with the exception of withdrawals are only incurred 

when participants le2ve the Plan at age eighteen and claim the tuition benefit. There 

would be ·no pay-out costs during the first four years of the plan because .all participants 

would be under eighteen. During the first ten years costs should be very low, because 

only a small number of participants will be reaching age eighteen each year if the age 

distribution is relatively uniform. If the Plan does attract about 4,000 participants per 

year with an even age distribution. it will take about eighteen years before as many as 

4,000 per year would be leaving the Plan. 

IIX 
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Assuming a 996 tuition growth and a 7% investment return with 4,000 students 

entering the Plan each year, after ten years the cost to the colleges v.rould be about $300.000 

(w~ich would cover 98<?6 of the actual tuition). With a 1096 tuition growth the cost would 
. ' . 

be about one million dollars. which would cover 9596 of actual tuition. (see Tables 3 ~ 5) 

The financial · impact of the proposed Tuition Assurance Plan on the 

participating colleges i~ difficult to specify or to interpret in absc.lute dollars, because 

the full costs of the program will not occur for several decades, during which time inflation 

will totally change our current conception of the value of a dollar. Participants can enroll . 

. in the plan at any age below 15. but· cannot n~rmally claim the tuition benefits until age 

18: therefore participants can .be in the plan anywhere from 4 to 18 years or later before 

maturity. If about the same number of participants enter the plan each. year, and their 

ages are about evenly distributed, then it will take 18 years before the ·full costs of the 

plan are realized. If tuition actually continued to increase annually at the current rate 

of about 8°6 during that time. the colleges would be charging four times as much as today. 

Therefore~ the potential costs of the plan to the colleges can best be understood in relative 

terms, as the percentage of actual future tuition that the Plan will be able to reimburse 

to the colleges. · 

Each year that a payment is made~ the fund will incur a liability for paying 

a college for a certain number of future college cr_edit~~ depending on the size of the 

payment made. The actual cost to the college will not be incurred until the student 

matriculates and claims the pre-paid tuition benefits by redeeming the assurance policy. 

At that time the college will be reimbursed by the plan for at least 9096 of actual tuition. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the simulations in Appendix 2 with different 

combinations of tuition and interest rates assuming that either 70 percent or 80 percent 

of the participants will actually claim the benefits and matriculate in a New Jersey college. 

Under the tax-free option,. the plan fund retains all the earnings of those who do not 

matriculate. In this example the interest~bearing option assumes v .. rithdrawal of principal 

plus interest earnings at a rate 296 below the average rate of return as well as pa~1ment 

of a 5?6 premium on tuition. 
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In Tahle 1 the rows show the average annual rate of tuition growth, while 

the columns show the average annual rate of return on investment. The numbers in the 

boxe~ show the redemption vnlue of the po1icie~ a~ a percentage of actual tuition when 

the rRte of return is equal to or less than tuition growth. For example, if we expect 8096 

matriculation. a 900 tuition growth, and a 7% return. then the redemption value will cover 

~) 3 c '.'1 o f a c t u t-d t u i t i on . 

Table 2 employe~ the same analytic aoproach. but arranges the results 

according to the percentage "point spread!! bet\".'een tuition growth and rate of return. 
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T/\ULE 1 
TUITION ASSURANCE PLAN SIMULATION 

PERCENTAGE OF ACTUAL TUITION COVERED .BY THE PLAN 
AT VARIOUS RATES OF TUITION, RETURN AND ·NJ MATRICULATION 

PAYMENTS INCREASED ANNUALLY AT TUITION RATE 

------·-·--....;,- -·-----.--.---------------------------------·-·--------- -·-=---:-.--------------------------------------
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PERCENT OF ACTUAl 1---------------------~~----------------------~-----~---~------~---------~----~-
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TABLE 2 
TUITION ASSURANCE PLAN SIMULATION 

PERCENTAGE OF ACTUAL TUITION COVERED BY THE PLAN 
AT VARIOUS RATES OF TUITION, RETURN AND NJ MATRICULATION 

PAYMENTS INCREASED ANNUALLY AT TUITION RATE 

----------------------------~----------~-~--------------------------------------------------~-------
I .... TABLE 2.... I PLAN OPTIONS I 
IPERCENT OF ACTUAL l----------~----~~--------------------------------------------~---~~------------1 
TUITION COVERED I CA> TAX-FREE I CB) INTEREST-BEARING I 

1----~----------------------------------+---~---------~-------------------------l 
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Appendix 1: A Comparison \Vith the Tuition Investment Program 

(New Jersey Senate Rill 2499) 

1 •l 
. ..>. 

The central problem in designing a guaranteed tuition plan is how it should 

be financed. The two basic financing issues are: 1) who is to pay for the costs if tuition 

rates increase faster than rates of return? 2) who should share in the risks? 

In order to be successful. the plan must be equally attractive to both individuals 

and colleges, and this will happen only if they share the costs and the risks in return for 

certain assurances. The individual participant must be assureci that the. plan can offer 

a return (in tuition value) that is greater than the return available through individual 

investments. The colleges must be assured that the tuition revenue from the fund can 

cover an acceptable threshold of their actual tuition charges. 

A plan can be structured so that the costs are paid by one or a combination 

of the follo'.\' ing: 

l. The colleges can bear the. cost by being required to accept as payment for tuition 

whatever the plan fund has e_arned. 

2. The participants can be required to pay for it by paying a premium on current tuition 

levels~ 

3. The participants who withdraw from the plan and do not claim their tuition benefits 

can be requireci to pay for it through-penalties which restrict the amount of the refund. 

4. The state can pay for it through subsidies or guarantees. 

The issue of who pays the cost is closely related. to the issue of who shares 

the risk of finaneial loss. The risk to participating inciividuals depends primarily on 

withdrawal rights. If participants can withdraw both their principal and the investment 

earnings from the plan fund; then there is no risk to them (except that the return; might 

have been higher elsewhere). If they want tax-free henefits, they must accept the risk 

of losing their earnings if the tuition benefit is not claimed. The risk to the colleges is 

that the plan fund will not be able to earn enough to reimburse them for an acceptable 
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percentage of the acti1al tuition chargerl. This institutional risk can be reduced by 

structuring the plan to retain all or part of the earnings of those who withdraw ann requiring 

the payment of a premium on tuition~ 

The proposed Tuition Assurance Plan (TAP) provides one way to share the 

costs and the risks between individual participants and the colleges. An alternative 

approach \vhich shares many of the same objectives is the Tuition Investment Program 

(Senate Rill 249!1). Although this Plan has many attractive features. it requires the colleges 

to bear a level of cost anrl risk that may be unacceptably high. 

Un<ier the Tuition Investment Program (TIP) the colleges must annually submit 

a schedule of projecterl tuition levels at least fifteen years into the future. Participants 

are guaranteed tuition at 90 percent of this projected level, or 90 percent of the actual 

tuition level if it is less. The Plan Authority establishes a schedule of fixed payments 

so that when these· payments are invested at the expected rate of return they will yield 

an amount equal to 90 per'cent of projected tuition. Participants who withdra'."-' receive 

a refund of principal plus interest earnings at the funci's rate of return. 

The Tuition Investment Program would he very· attractive to individual 

participants. who are guaranteed tuition at a 10 percent discount anrl interest earnings 

if they withdraw: most of the risk and most of the cost must be horne by the colleges. 

Further, there is no provision for building a reserve funrl to cover these risks. If the colleges 

project their· future tuition accurately (\,·hich is unlikely). the minimum cost is the 10 

percent of tuition repr.esented by the discount. If colleges overestimate tuition growth. 

the cost is still 1 n percent since all benefits or overpayments go to participants. If colleges 

underestimate tuition grmvth. then the colleges must bear the loss a.nd accept less than 

90 percent of actual tuition. 

The Tuition Investment Program, unlike the TAP prop'osal, includes a provision 

for participants to take out supplemental loans up to 50.96 of the guaranteed tuition level 

to cover educational costs. The financial implications of this provision are difficult to 

calculate, however. it is assumerl that the -capital needed for loans would preclude some 

long term investing. The impact of this provision could be a) participants would be required 

to pay higher initial costs as a result of lower cumulative funo earnings; or b) institutions 

\vould be provided with a lower percentage of tuition payments as a result of this additional 

li a hili t y to the fun rl. 

t7X 
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The basic differences between the Tuition Investment Program (TIP) and 

the Tuition Assurance Plan (TAP) concern three issues: 

1. Insurance or Investment Plan? 

The TIP is an investment plan in that· it provides a return to all participants - either 

in the form of tuition benefits or the interest on payments made into the fund. The 

TAP is an insurance plan - it guarantees tuition if the benefit is claimed, otherwise 

only the principal or the principal plus earnings at a rate below average return are 

refunded.· 

College savings/investment. plans are already available to families through financial 

institutions, and there may be no need for the State to establish a. competing plan. 

The major advantage of a state plan structured like an insurance policy is that the 

benefits are more likely to be exempt from federal taxes. It appears that any investment 

plan which offers a retur·n to those who withrlraw or do not use the tuition benefit 

will probably be taxable. By restricting withdrawals. the Plan becomes an insurance 

plan: inrlivirluals must risk losing interest in return for the benefit of an assured tuition 

level. 

2. Current P.rice or Future Price of Tuition? 

Payments iJ!to TIP are based on projecterl future tuition: payments into the TAP are 

based on actual current tuition prices. Basing the size of the payments into the Plan 

on future tuition projections creates a number of problems. From a practical point 

of vie\v, no one has developed a reliable economic model on which to base such 

projections, which would have to be made up to fifteen years into· the future. From 

a policy perspective, colleges would get the wrong message, because they would be 

encouraged ·to overestimate tuition increases in order to reduce the risk of being 

underpaid by the Plan. Allowing participants to buy college credits at current tuition 

(or current tuition plus a premium) avoids these problems and there will he no ambiguity 

about how much has been pre-paid or how much to charge. 

3. How ~Iuch Financial Risk anci Cost to Colleg·es'? 

The TIP minimizes the risk to individual participants. but requires· the colleges to absorb 

the costs of a 10 percent tuition discount plus the cost of underestimating tuition 

lfK 
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growth. The TAP pr9vides for a sharing of the risk among individuals, the Plan, ann 

the colleges. The maximum cxpo~ure of institutions is l0°c1 of tuition. 

Summary 

The proposed Tuition Investment Program places the entire risk onto the colleges and 

requires them to absorb a cost which equals or exceeds 10 percent of the actual tuition. 

There is no risk to participants: they either receive the tuition benefits or their principal· 

plus interest: The colleges, on the other hand~ must give benefits equal to 90 percent 

of actual tuition or the projecterl tuition if· it is less. If the college unrlerestimates 

the tuition increase, it must absorb the cost: if it overestimates, only the student profits 

from the excess. There is no mechanism for the Plan fund to insure the colleges against 

projection errors or for the Plan fund to build reserves. 

In tile proposed T :\P ~ the r'isk anrl costs are shared by the participants~ the colleges 

and the Authority. The participants must accept the risk of losing the full value of 

their interest if they do not claim the tuition benefit (tax-free option). Families finding 

this risk unacceptable may choose to participate in the alternative (taxable) program 

which requires a premium, but provides for withdrawal plus some level of interest 

earnings. The institutions face a maximum risk of 10% of tuition: however, favorable 

investment rates could eliminate any costs and perhaps generate a surplus distribution 

to the institutions. The Authority will be allowerl to huilrl reserves under the TAP 

program to minimize risk. cover administrative. expenses~ and guarantee 9096 tuition 

to institutions. 
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Appendix 2: Tuition Assurance Plan Simulation 

The attacherl tables show the results of a model which simulates the Tuition 

Assurance Plan (tax-free option) using the following assumptions: 

- 1,000 participants enroll in the plan each year· for 20 years. their ages at enrollment 

are vniformly distributed from· birth through 14. They make an annual payment every 

year they are in the plan until they are 18. at which point they claim the tuition benefit 

or withdraw the principal. 

- the nges of each entering cohort of participants are assumed to be uniformly distributed~ 

1/15 or 6 7 from each cohort reach age 1 R after 4 years (since the maxi mum age at entry 

is 14) and every succeeding year for 15 years. The plan reaches stability after 19 years 

when 6 7 participants. from each of the first 15 entering cohorts (6 7 x 15 = 1 ;non roughlyL 

leaves the plan. 

-- participants will be in the plan for an aver·age of 11 ye~rs (median age of entry of 7 

plus four years ·of participation after age 14). 

- the annual tuition purchases ~tart at S1 ~oon for the first year of the plan anrl are increased 

every year at the rate of the average tuition increase. Therefore, subsequent payments 

always buy the same amount of tuition (inflation adjusted) as Sl ,000 bought in 1 986. 

The numbers for each '!entry year'' into the program show the 18-year averages. 

and totals for each cohort of participants from birth to age 14 who enter the plan, in the 

same year. fmrl \;:ho \vill therefore take fron -+ to lR years to claim their henefit. The 

numbers" for each "exit year" represent the costs actually incurred in each future year. 

The first pay-out costs to the plan are incurred in year 5, \\'hen only those who were 14 

years ·old in year 1 go to college. The model reaches stability after year 18. Since no 

new participants are addeo after year 20 the number of claims drops until year 38 when ,. 

the last on~-year-:-:olds who joined in year 20 go to college. The hottom line in each table 

shows the totals or averages for all 20,000 participants in the simulation over the 38 years 

it will take before they all claim their· benefits. 
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Column legend: 

The number of participants entering or leaving the plan each year. 

The average number of years of payments to purchase tuition. 

The average annual dollar payment. 

1 8. 

The total dollar amount of the payments (in millions) which the participants 

contributed. 

The total pre-paid tuition benefits (in millions) claimed by those who 

matriculate. This isthe value of the pre-paid credits the year they are claimed. 

The plan funds available to pay the tuition benefits or "redemption value" 

(total of all payments plus all investment return minus the ·principal of the 

non-rna triculants). 

The cost of the Tuition Assurance Plan tax-free option proposal (the difference 

between tuition benefits claimed and plan funds). 

The percentage of actual tuition claimed which could be paid out of plan 

funds to reimburse the colleges. 

The (inflated) dollar value of the average pre-paid tuition benefit. 

The number of years of college that the tuition benefit is worth at a state 

college~ Rutgers and an independent college (average). 

Table 3 simulates a 996 annual tuition growth, a 790 average annual investment 

return. and 80°6 of the· participants matriculating at a New Jersey college. In year 1 the 

first cohort of one thousand participants enters the plan. Since their ages are uniformly 

distributed (67 age 1, 67 age 2, etc.) and they make a payment each year, they will make 

.an average of 11 payments (median age 7 plus four years after age 14). The average yearly 

·payment into the plan over the next 18 years is $1,7 80 (everyone pay~ S1 ,000 the first 

year, $1 ~090 the second year, Sl, 188 the third year~ etc.). The total amount paid by the 

cohort after 18 years is $19.6 million. The total tuition benefit is S27 .8 million, which 

represents the sum of the actual value of the pre-paid credits the year that they are claimed 

by 8090 of the participants who matriculate. 

The plan fund has collected and earned S26.4 million from this cohort (principal 

plus earnings from 80°6, plus the earnings from the 20()6 who withdraw). The cost of the 

plan is Sl.-l million, the diffe1·ence between the value of the tuition benefit and the plan 
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funds: the plan can reimburse the colleges for 9596 of actual tuition. The average tuition 

benefit received over 15 years was $34,720. This would have bought 9 years of tuition . 

. at a state college. 6.2 years at Rutgers. or 1.9 years at an inciependent college. Those 

choosing the public institutions would pay in less; those choosing an independent institution 

would need to pay in more. 

The value of the tuition benefits in terms of "tuition-years" ann the percentage. 

of the tuition covered by the plan is the same for all entering cohorts. The absolute nollar 

values, however, keep growing at 996 per year. The bottom half of the table shows the 

same information for each group of participants who reach age 18 and. leave the plan. 

In year 5 only the 67 who entererl at age 14 in year 1 leave the plan. They have paid an 

average of S1, 140 for four years. which is enough to buy 2. 9 years of tuition at a state 

college. Each year· the oldest members of the next cohort leave the· plan until year 19 

when there are 1,000 entering anrl also 1,000 leaving so the plan attains stability. 

The three simulations (tahles 3 - :}) show the effect. respectively, of .Rn 8 

percent~ 9 percent an<i 10 percent annual tuition increase assuming a return on investment 

of 7 percent and RO percent of the participants actually matriculating in a New Jersey 

college. At an 8 percent tuition increase, the plan will generate a surplus sufficient to 

cover the actual tuition plus 2 percent; at 9 percent tuition increase the plan could cover 

95 percent of actuar tuition; at a 10 percent tuition increase it will cover 89 percent of 

tuition (Column I). 

During the first four years of the plan there are no costs, since the 14-year 

olrls who entered in year 1 will not go to college until year 5. During the first 1 0:-15 years, 

·the· costs will be relatively low; during years 19-24, the plan attains stability (after year 

24 the costs rise because no new participants are being added in the simulation).· Although 

the average percentage of tuition reimburserl shown in tables 1 and 2 are the average 

percentages for the cohorts, these percentages are higher in the early years of the plan's 

operation and during the years when the plan attains stability. 



TABLE 3 
TUITION ASSURANCE PLAN SIMULATION 

9~ TUITION GROWTH 7% INVESTMENT RETURN 80~ NJ MATRICUlATION 
PAYMENTS ADJUSTED TO RECEIVE $1000 TUITION AT 1986 PRICES 

CA) CB) CC) CD>AVG CE)AVG (f)TOTAL CG)TUITION CH)PLAN CI>PLAN (J)PCT OF CK>AVG $ CL)TUITION CM>TUITION CN>TUITION 
ENTRY EXIT NUM- YRS YRLY ·PAl D BENIFIT FUNDS COST TUITION TUITION YRS VALUE YRS VALUE YRS VALUE 
YEAR YEAR BER PAID PAYT $M.I L $MIL $MIL $Mil COVERED BENEFIT STATE C RUTGERS INDEPNDT 

1 1000 11.0 1780 I9.6 27.8 26.4 1.353 0.95 34,720 9.0 6.2 1.9 
2 1000 'I1. 0 1940 21.4 30~3 28.8 I.475 0.95 37,840 9.0 6.2 1.9 
3 IOOO. II.O 2120 23.3 33.0 31.4 I.608 0.95 41,250 9.0 6.2 1.9 
4 1000 11.0 2310 25.4 36.0 34.2 1.752 0.95 44,960 9;0 6.2 1.9 
5 1000 11. ·0 2510 27.7 39.2 37.3 1.910 0.95 49,010 9.0 6.2 1.9 
6 1000 I1. 0 2740 30.1 42.1 40.7 2.082 0.95 53,420 9.0 6.2 1.9 
7 1000 11.0 2990 32.9 46.6 44.3 2.270 0.95 58,230 9.0 6.2 1.9 
8 1000 I1.0 3260 35.8 50.8 48.3 2.474 0.95 63,470 9.0 6.2 1.9 
9 .. 1000 11 . 0 3550 39.0 55.3 52.6 2.696 0.95 69,180 9.0 6.2 I.9 

10 1000 11.0 3870 42.5 60.3 57.4 2.939 0.95 75,410 9.0 6.2 I.9 
11 1000 11.0 4220 46.4 65.8 62.5 3.203 0.95 82,190 9.0 6.2 1.9 
I2 IOOO 11. 0 4600 50.5 71.7 68.2 3.492 0.95 89,590 9.0 6.2 1.9 
13 1000 I1.0 5010 55.1 78.1 74.3 3.806 0.95 97,650 9.0 6.2 1.9 
14 IOOO I1.0 5460 60 .I 85.2 81.0 4.149 0.95 106,440 9.0 6.2 I.9 
15 1000 1I. 0 5950 65.5 92.8. 88.3 4.522 0.95 II6,020 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
16 1000 Il.O 6490 71.4 IOI.2 96.2 4.930 0.95 I26,460 9.0 6.2 I.9 
17 1000 1I.O 7070 77.8 I10.3 104.9 5.373 0.95 I37,840 9 .·o 6.2 1.9 
I8 1000 II. 0 7710 84.8 120 .. 2 114.3 5.857 0.95 150,250 9.0 6.2 1.9 
19 IOOO 1I. 0 8400 92.4 I31. 0 124.6 6.384 0.95 163,770 . 9. 0 6.2 1.9 
20 IOOO 11.0 9160 100.7 142.8 135.8 6.959 0.95 178,510 9 ."0 6.2. 1.9 

5 67 4.0 I140 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.003 0.99 5,650 2.9 2.0 0.6 
6 133 4. 5. 1220 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.008 0.99 6,930 3.2 2.2 0.7 
7 200 5.0 1300 1.3 1.3 I.3 O.OI6 0.99 8,390 3.6 2.5 0.7 

~ 8 267 5.5 1380 2.0 2. 1 -2.1 0.030 0.99 I0,050 3.9 2.7 0.8 

~ 
9 333 6.0 1470 2.9 3.2 3.1 0.052 0.98 11,96 0 4.3 3.0 0.9 

IO 400 6.5 1570 4.1 4.5 4.4 0.083 0.98 14,I20 4.7 3.2 1.0 
11 467 7.0 1670 5.5 6.2 6.1 0.128 0.98 16,570 5.0 3.5 1.0 
12 533 1 .·5 I780 7.1 8.3 8.1 0.190 0.98 19,350 5.4 3.7 1. 1 
13 600 8.0 1900 9.1 10.8 10.5 0.280 0.97 22,500 5.7 4.0 1.2 
14 667 8.5 2020 11.5 13.9 . 13.5 0.396 0.97 26;060 6.1 4.2 I.3 
15 733 9.0 2160 14.2 17.6 J. 7 .1 0.553 0.97 30,080 6.5 4.5 1.3 
16 800 9.5 2300 17.5 22.I 2~ .. 4 0.752 0.97 34,600 6.8 4.7 1.4 
17 867 10.0 2450 21.2 27.5 26.5 1.017 0.96 39,.700 7.2 5.0 1.5 
18 933 10.5 2610 25.6 33.9 32.6 I. 362 0.96 45,440 7.5 5.2 1.6 
19 1000 11.0 2790 30.7 41.5 39.7 I.789 0.96 51,890 7.9 5.4 1.6 
20 IOOO 11.0 '3040 33.4 45.3 43.3 1.955 0.96 56,56 0 7.9 5.4 1.6 
21 1000 11 . 0 3310 36.4 49 .. 3 47.2 2.124 0.96 61,640 7.9 5.4 1.6 
22 1000 11.0 3610 39.7 53.8 51.4 2.320 0.96 6 7, 200 . 7.9 5.4 1.6 
23 1000 I1.0 3940 43.3 58.6 56.1 2.534 0.96 73,250 7. 9 . 5.4 1.6 
24 1000 I1.0 4290 47.2 63.9 61.1 2. 757 0.96 79,840 7.9 5.4 1.6 
25 93.3 11.5 4630 49.7 67.9 ·64. 9 2.990 0.96 90,980 8.2 5.1 1.7 
26 867 I2.0 5000 52.0 7I.7 68.5 3.232 0.95 I03,480 8.6 5.9 1.8 
27 800 12.5 5380 53.8 75.2 71.7 3.478 0.95 1I7,490 9~0 6.2 1.8 
28 733 13.0 5790 55.2 78.1 74.4 3.722 0.95 133,190 9.3 6.4 1.9 
29 667 13.5 6230 56.I 80.4 7·6. 5 3.952 0.95 150,750 9.7 6.7 2.0 
30 600 I4.0 6700 56.3 81.8 77.6 4.157 0.95 170,410 10.0 6.9 2.1 
3I 533 14.5 7200 55.6 82.1 77.8 4.323 0.95 I92,390 10.4 7.2 2.1 
32 467 15.0 7730 54.I 81.0 76.6 4.422 0.95 . 2I6,930 10.8 7.4 2.2 
33 400 I5.5 8300 51.4 78.2 73.8 4.426 0.94 244,330 11 .1 7.7 2.3 t--.:1 

0 
34 333 I6.0 8900 47.5 73.3 69.0 4.310 0.94 274,910 I1.5 7.9 2.4 
35 267 I6.5 9560 42.0 65.9 61.9 4.024 0.94 309,010 1I.8 8.2 2.4 
36 200 17.0 10250 34.9 55.5 52.0 3.521 0.94 347,040 I2.2 8.4 2.5 
37 . 133 17.5 11000 25.7 41.5 38.8 2. 7 36 0.93 389,3QO 12.5 8.7 2.6 
38 67 18.0 .!~800 14.2 23.3 2? .. 7 j • 5Q3 O.Q3 4 36, 57 n 12.Q 8.9 Z.7 

200f'lf} ~ ~ ll (, ·~r, 0 ~ n" ;.' -~ ~ 1'. --, ! 11 • 7_ r.;. ... {, . ., ..... • ~ • •' ~' 1 • ~ ., 



TABLE 4 
TUITION ASSURANCE PLAN SIMULATION 

8% TUITION GROWTH · 7% INVESTMENT RETURN 80·% NJ MATRICULATION 
PAYMENTS ADJUSTED TO RECEIVE $1000 TUITION AT 1986 PRICES 

CAl (8) CC) CDlAVG CE>AVG ·CF)TOTAL CGlTUITION CHlPLAN CllPLAN CJ)PCT OF CKlAVG $ CllTUITION CMlTUITION CNlTUITION 
ENTRY EXIT NUM- YRS YRLY PAID BENIFIT FUNDS COST TUITION TUITION YRS VAlUE YRS VALUE YRS VALUE 
YEAR YEAR B.ER PAID PAYT . $MIL $Mit $MIL $Mil COVERED BENEFIT STATE C RUTGERS INDEPNDT 

1 1000 11.0 1660 18.3 24.4 24.9 -0.444 1.02 30,550 9.0 6.2 1. 9 .. 
2 1000. 11.0 1800 19.7 26.4 26.9 -0.479 1.02 33,000 9. 0 . 6.2 1.9 
3 1000·11~0 1940 21.3 28.5 29.'0 -0.517 1.02 35,640. 9.0 6.2 1.9 
4 1000 11.0 2090' 23.0 30.8 31.3 -0.559 1.02 ·38,490 9.0 6.2 1.9 
5 100.0 11. 0 2260 24.9 33.3 33.9 -0.603 1.02 41,570 9.0 6 .. 2 1. 9. 
6 1·000 11.0 2440 26.9 35.9 36.6 -0.6 52 1.02 44,890 9.0 6.2 1.9 
7 1000 11. 0 2640. 29.0 38.8 39.5 -0.704 1.02 48,480 9.0 6.2 1.9 
8 1000 11.0 2850 31.3 41.9 42.6 -0.761 1. 02 ' 52, 36 0 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
9 1oo·o 11.0 3080 33.8 45.2 46.1 -0.822 1.02 56,550 9.0 6.2 1.9 

10 1000 11.0 3320 36.5 48.9 49.7 -0.888 . 1. 02 61,070 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
11 1000 11.0 3590 39.5 52.8 53.7 -0.959 1.02 6 5, 96 0 9.0 6.2 1.9 
12 1000 11.0 3880 42.6 57.0 58.0 -1.036 1.02 71,230 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
13 1000 11.0 4190 46.0 61.5 62.7 -1.118 1.02 76,930' 9.0 6.2 1 .9 
14 1000 11.0 4520 49.7 66.5 67.7 -1. 20'8 1.02 83,090 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
15 1000 11.0 4880 53.7 71.8 7 3.1 -1.304 1.02 89,7 30 9.0 6.2 1.9 
16 1000 11.0 5270 58.0 77.5 78.9 -1.408 1.02 96 ., 910 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
17 1000 11.0 5690 62.6 83.7 85.3 -1.521 1.02 104,670 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
18 1000 11.0 6150 67.6 90.4 92.1 -1.643 1.02 113,040 9.0 6 .. 2 1.9 
19 1000 11.0 6640 7 3.1 97.7 99.4 -1.775 1.02 122,080 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
20 1000 ll. 0 7170 78.9 105.5 107.4 :-1.917 1.02 131,850 9.0 6.2 1. 9 

5 67 4.0 1130 0.3 0.3 0.3 -0.004 1.01 5,440 2.9 2.0 0.6 
6 133 4. 5. 1190 0.7. ·0 .7 0.7. -0.011 1.02 6,610 3.3 2.2 0.7 

~ 7 200 5.0 1260 l. 3 ' I. 3 1.3 -0.020 1.02 7,940 3. 6' 2 .. 5 0.7 
8 267 5.5 1340 2.0 2.0 ·2.0 -0.034 1.02 9,430 4.0 2.8 0.8 •"f:. 9 333 6.0 1410 2 .8. 3.0 3.0 ..;..0.052 1. 02 11 ,110 4.3 3. o· 0.9 

~ 10 400 6.5 1490 3.9 4.2 4.2 -0.075 1.02 12,990 4.7 3.2 1. 0 
11 467 7.0 1580 5.2 5.6 5.7 -0.105 1.02 15,110 5 .·1 3.·5 1. 0 
12 53.3 7.5 1670 6. 7 . 7.5 7.6 -0.140 1.02 17,490 5.4 3.8 1 .1 
13 600 8.0 1770 8.5 9.7 9.9 -0.186 1.02 20,140 5.8 4.0 1.2 
14 667 8.5 1870 10.6 12.3 12.6 -0.235 1.02 23,120 6.1 4.3 1. 3 
IS 733 9.0 1980' 13. 1' 15.5 15.8 :-0.300 1.02 26,430 6.5 4.5 1. 3 
16 3·oo 9.5 2090 15.9 19.3 19.7 -0.371 1.02 30,130 6.9 4.7 1. 4 
17 867 10.0 2220 19.2 23.8 24.2 -0.452 1.02 34,26 0. 7.2 5.0 1.5 
18 933 10.5 2350 23.0 29.0 '29.6 -0.544 1.02 38,850 7.6 5.2 1.6 
19 1000 11.0 2480 27.3 . 35.2 35.8 -0.645 1.02 43,960 8.0 5.5 1 .6 
20 1000 11.0 2680 29.5 38.0 38.7 -0.696 1.02 ·47,480 8.0 5.5 1 .6 
21 1000 11.0 2900 31.9 41.0 41.8 -0.755 1.02 51,270 8 .·0 5.5 1.6 
22 1000 11.0 3130 34.4 4·4. 3 45.1 -0.813 1.02 55,370 8.D- 5.5 1. 6 
23 1000 11.0 3380 37.2 47.8 48.7 -0.875 1.02 59,810 8. 0 . 5.5 1.6 
24 1000 11. 0 3650 40.1 51.7 52.6 -0.954 1.02 64,580 8.0 5.5 1.6 
25 933 11.5 3910 42.0 54.4 55.5 -1.007 1.02 72,920 8.3 5.7 1.7 
26 867 12.0 4180 43.5 57.0 58.0 -1.060 1.02 82,180 8.7 6.0 1.8 
27 800 12.5 4470 44.7 59.2 60.3 -1.103 1.02 92,45.0 9. 0· 6.2 1. 9 
28 733 13.0 4770 45.5 60.9 62.1 -1.133 1.02 103,840 9.4 6.5 1.9 
29 667 13.5 5090 45.8 62.1 6·3. 3 -1.153 1.02 116,460 9.8 6.7 2.0 
30 600 14.0 5430 45.6 62.6 63.8 :-1.158 1.02 130,440 10.1 7.0 2.1 
31 533 14.5 5790 44.8 62.3 63 .. 4 -1.136 1.02 . 145,910 10.5 7.2 2.2 
32 . 467 15.0 6170 4.3. 2 60.9 62.0 -1.099 1.02 16 3, 0.20 10.9 7.5 2.2 
33 400 15.5 6570 40.7 58.2 59.3 -1.035 1.02 181,920 11.2 7.7 2.3 ·..;., 

34 33'3 16.0 7000 37.3 54.1 55.0 -0~943 1.02 202,820 11.6 8.0 2.4 
._. 

35 267 16.5 7450 32.8 48.2 49.0 -0.821 1.02 225,890 11.9 8.2 2.5 
36 200 . 17. 0 7930 27.0 40.2 40.9 -·0. 66 7 1.02 251,350 12.3 8.5 2.5 
37 133 17.5 .. 8440 .• 19.7 29.8 30.3 -0.478 1.02 279,440 12. 7 '"' • 8.7 2.6 
70 f"7 . ... ... n n ft ft . ... .. . ~ ' •.• : ft - ...... ,... r- .. ,...., 7 'I "' .1 ·7 n 
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TABLE 5 

TUITION ASSURANCE PLAN SIMULATION 
104 TUITION GROWl~ 74 INVESTMENT RETURN 804 NJ MATRICULATION 

PAYMENTS ADJUSTEb TO RECEIVE $IOOO TUITION AT I986 PRICES 

CA) (8) CC> CD>AVG CE)AVG CF>TOTAL <G>TUITION CH>PLAN (!)PLAN (J)PCT OF <K>AVG $ <L>TUITION CMlTUITION CN>TUITION 
ENTRY EXIT NUM- YRS . YRLY PAID BENIFIT FUNDS COST TUITION TUITION YRS VALUE YRS VALUE YRS VALUE 
YEAR YEAR BER PAID PAYT $MIL $MIL $MIL $MIL COVERED BENEFIT STATE C RUTGERS INDEPNDT 

1 1000 11.0 1910 21.0 3I.6 28.1 3.474 0.89 39,450 9.0 6.2 I. 9 
2 1000 '11. 0 2100 23.1 34.7 30.9 3.822 0.89 43,400 9.0 6.2 I.9 
3 1000 . 11.0 2310 2.5. 4 38.2 34.0 4.203 0.89 47,730 9.0 6.2 I. 9 
4 1000 11.0 2540 28.0 42.0 37.4 4.624 0.89 52,510 9.0 6.2 I.9 
5 100-0 11.0 2800 30.8 46.2 41.I 5.086 0.89 57,760 9.0 6.2 I.9 
6 1.000 11.0 3080 33.8 50.8 45.2 5. 594' 0.89 63,530 9.0 6.2 1.9 
7 1000 11.0 3380 37.2 55.9 49.8 6.154 0.89 69,890 9.0 6.2 1.9 
8 1000 11.0 3720 40.9 6I.5 54 .. 7 6.770 0.89 76,880 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
9 1000 11.0 4100 45.0 67.7 60.2 7.448 0.89 84,570 9.0 6.2 I. 9 

10 1000 11.0 4500 49.5 74.4 66.2 8.193 0.89 93,020 9.0 6.2 1.9 
11 1000 11.0 4960 54.5 81.9 72.& 9.012 0.89 102,320 9.0 6.2 1.9 
12 1000 11.0 5450 60.0 90.0 80 .I 9.914 0.89 112,560 9.0 6.2 I.9 
13 1000 11.0 6000 65.9 99.1 88.1 10.905 0.89 123,8IO 9.0 6.2 I.9 
14 1000 I1. 0 6590 72.5 109.0 97.0 11.995 0.89 136,190 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
15 1000 11.0 7250 79.8 119.9 106.7 13.195 0.89 149,810 9.0 6.2 1.9 
16 1000 1I. 0 7980 87.8 131.8 117.3 14.515 0.89 164,790 9.0 6.2 1.9 
17 1000 11.0 8780 96.6 145.0 129.1 15.967 0.89 I81,270 9.0 6.2 I.9 
18 1000 11.0 9660 106.2 159.5 142.0 17.563 0.89 199,400 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
19 1000 11.0 10620 116.8 175.5 156.2 19.320 0.89 219,340 9.0 6.2 1. 9 
20 1000 11.0 11680 128.5 193.0 17I.8 21.252 0.89 241, 28 o· 9.0 6.2 1.9 

5 67 4.0 1160 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.010 0.97 5, 860 2.8 2.0 0.6 
6 133 4. 5. 1250 0.7 0.8 '0. 7 0.027 0.97 7,250 3.2 2.2 0.7 

~ 
7 200 5.0 1340 1.3 1. 4 1.4 0.056 0.96 8,860 3.6 2.5 0.7 . 8 267 5.5 1430 2.1 2.3 .2.2 0.100 0.96 10,720 3.9 2.7 0.8 

~ 9 333 6.0 1540 3. 1 3.4 3.3 0.166 0.95 12,860 4.3 2.9 0.9 
10 400 6.5 1650 4.3 4.9 4.6 0.260 0.95 15,330 4.6 3.2 1.0 
11 467 7.0 1770 5.8 6.8 6.4 0.392 0.94 18, I60 5.0 3 .. 4 1. 0 
12 533 7.5 1900 7.6 9. I 8.6 0.572 0.94 21,400 5.3 3 .7' 1 .1 
13 600 8.0~ 2040 9 .. 8 12.I 11.2 0.813 0.93 25,100 5.7 3.9 1. 2 
14 667 8.5 2190 12.4 15.6 14.5 1.138 0.93 29,340 6.0 4.2 1. 2 
15 733 9.0 2350 15.5 20.0 18.5 1. 561 0.92 34,170 6.4 4.4 1.3 
16 800 9.5 2520 19.2 25.4 23.3 2.111 0.92 39,680 6.7 4.7 1. 4 
17 867 10.0 . '2710 23.5 31.9 29.0 2.817 0.91 45,950 7. 1 4.9 1.5 
18 933 10.5 2910 28.5 39.6 35.9 3. 712 0.91 53,070 7.5 5.2 1. 5 
19 1000 11.0 3130 34.4 48.9 44.1 4.850 0.90 61,160 7.8 5.4 1.6 
2·o 1000· 11.0 3440 37.9 53.8 48.5 5.335 0.90 67,280 7.8 5.4 1.6 
21 1000 11.0 3790 41.6 59.2 53.3 5.863 0.90 74,000 7.8 5.4 1 .6 
22 1000 11.0 4170 45.8 65.1 38.7 6.452 0.90 81,400 7.8 5.4 1 .6 
23 1000 11~0 4580 50.4 71 .6 64.5 7.098 0.90 89,540 7.8 5.4 1.6 
24 1000 11.0 5·040 55.4 78.8 71.0 7.807 0.90 98,490 7.8 5.4 1.6 
2'5 933 11.5 5490 58.9 84.6 76.1 8.528 0.90 113,280 8.2 5.6 1. 7 
26 867 12.0 5970 62.0 90-.1 80.9 9.271 0.90 130,020 8.5 5.9 1.8 
27 800 12.5 6480 64.8 95.3 85.3 . 10.021 0.89 148,980 8.9 6.1 1.8 
28 733 13.0 7030 67.0 100.0 89.2 10.764 0.89 170,430 9.2 6.4 1.9 
29 667 13.5 7620 68.6 103.8 92.4 11.466 0.89 194,680 9.6 6.6 2.0 
30 600 14.0 I 8260 69.3 106.6 94.5 12.090 0.89 222,080 9.9 6.9 2.1 
31. . 5.33 14.5 8940 69.1 108.0 95.4 12.584 0.88 253,010 10.3 7.1 2.1 

'32 467 15.0 9680 67.7 107.5 9lJ .6 12.890 0.88 287,910 10.7 7.4 2.2 
33 400 15.5 10470 64.9 104.7 91 .8 12.929 0.88 327,270 11.0 7.6 2.3 ·~ :v 
34 333 16.0 11330 60.4 99.1 86.5 12.592 0.87 371,600 11.4 7.9 2.3 
35 267 16.5 12250 53.9 89.9 78.2 11.768 0.87 421,540 11 .7 8.1 2.4 
36 200 I7.0 I3250 45.I 76.4 66.1 10.297 0.87 477,730 12.1 8.3 2.5 
37 133 17;5 14330. 33.4 57.7 49.7 8.004 0.86 540,980 12.4 8.6. 2.6 
38 67 18.0 15490 18.6 32.6 2B.O 4.6()0 O.Rh 6!2.0'70 12. R R.8 '? ;, 

?noon 1 1 n t:;.-.?n 1 ~ll' . ., C' ,., • ., ... '(~ l C)''• , ... , . 



GLOSSARY 

Actual Tuition ~ Tuition charged by an institutionin any year. 

...... , - .). 

Average Actual Tuition - Actual tuition averaged among all participating institutions, 

weighted by the number of credits. assured through the plan 

and claimed in anyyear. 

Beneficiary 

Cash Surrender Yalue 

- Individual identified to receive the credits assured through 

this plan. Beneficiary must be younger than age 15 ·and must 

have been a New Jersey resident for at least t\\7elve months 

prior to tl1e date the policy is issued on his or her behalf. 

- The amount the policy pays out if the sponsor or beneficiary 

decide to withd!'aw from the plan. Under the tax-free 

withdrawal option, the cash surrender value equals the principal 

paid in~ Under the interest-bearing option. the cash surrender 

value equals principal plus interest.·- set at a rate to be 

determined by the Authority. 

Credit Exchange Rate - The rate at which credits at the designated institution exchange 

Current Value 

for credits at alternative institutions. It is based on relative 

tuition costs in the year the policy is purchased. 

- The price of tuition at the time the policy is opened. 

Designated Institution - The institution whose tuition is purchased on a policy. There 

cannot be more than one designated institution per policy. 

Interest-Bearing Option - One opti.on that allows sponsor to withdraw from the plan 

and receive interest set at a rate determined by the Author} ty. 

Participating Institution - All New Jersey collegiate institutions that offer tuition under 

the Tuition Assurance Plan. This includes all public institutions 

and all private institutions that wish to participate. 

• 



Plan Fund 

Premium 

Redemption Value 

Sponsor 

Surplus Distribution 

Tax-Free Option 

• 

- All monies invested in the Tuition Assurance Plan and all interest 

earned on those monies. 

- The surcharge added to the current value of assurance policies 

purchased with the interest-bearing withdrawal option. 

- The investment value of a tuition assurance policy at the time 

it is redeemed for tuition. 

- The individual who buys an assurance policy. 

The distribution of surplus fund earnings among participating 

institutions. 

- One withdrawal option. It allows the sponsor to avoid taxes 

on the accrued value of the policy by foregoing all interest 

if the policy is withdrawn . 
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Mr. Chairman and nanbers of the cx:mn.i.ttee: 

On behalf of the Association and our 16 rnenber institutions, I 
thank the cx:mn.i.ttee and the bill sponsor, Senator Dalton, for the 
opp:>rtunity to share with you our thoughts and concerns regarding 
S2499/A3076, the GUaranteed College Tuition Investrrent Program. 

As introduced, the legislation is designed to address several 
specific p:>lic;/ areas which are appropriately of legislative concern. 
Senator Dalton and the C0-5p)nsors of the bill are to be ccmrended 
for their sensitivity to these issues as well as their·creativity in 
crafting a proposed solution to the problems of financing collegiate 
education. 

AFFORDABILITY OF COLLEGE 

Central to the issues raised in the prop::>sed legislation is a 
growing concern regarding the affordability of higher education. 
Education and access to it have been the cornerstones of the American 
Experience. Recently, hc::Mever, increasing attention and growing con
cern over the cost of a college education has begun to raise questions 
regarding access to higher education. Several recent studies have re..,. 
vealed same disturbing data. 

-A 1985 Roper Poll examined public attitudes toward higher edu
cation. The data revealed that 3 of 4 families surveyed pre
ferred that their children attend an independent college. Of 
those, only 25% believed that they would be able to afford the 
cost of education when their child was of age. · 

-on December 29, 1986, the Congressional Joint Economic Ccmni ttee 
released the result of a study of higher education financing. 
The rep:>rt concluded as follc::Ms: 

"Growing student indebtedness has raised questions 
ab:::>Ut the implications of debt burdens for the 
national econany, for the individual well-being 
of rorrc::Mers, for equality of access to higher edu
cation, and even for the educational process itself. " 

.According to the study 1 student oorrc::Ming fran federal 1 state, 
or institutional lending programs rose fran $3. 5 billion in 
1975-76 to $9.8 billion in 1985-86. During the s~ period, 
federal grants and scholarships fell sare 62% fran $13 billion 
to $5 billion. 

-The New Jersey Department of Higher Education studies .,of minority 
enrollment 1.n colleges and tml. versl. tJ.es · mdicate a dramatic down
turn in the numbers of rninori ty students who enroll and success
fully complete collegiate programs in New Jersey. 



AgaL~st this backdrop, it should came as no SUY?~ise that students 
and. their fa'1Li.lles have becorre rrore concerned regarding their ability 
to afford a college education. nus growing pessimism has t>een further 
rnagnified by the Reagan administrantion' s continuing attanpts to sharply 
::-eO::~ce t...~e :c-.:::.-=:::-al role in fir1ancing educatio~.. Secretary Bermett' s 
current budge~ protpsal for FY88, suhnitted to 't!'.e Congress last nonth, 
'WOl!ld slash eeucation funding by 30%. Student a.:..:. accounts would be 
cut. b~i over 4 8% • 

DHE analysis of the federal budget protpsal reveals a projected 
loss to New Jersey students at $80 million in a wide variety of pro-
grams. Over 100,000 students would be affected through reductions 
or eliminations of a wide variety of aid programs. · (See attachment 
A for details) . 

Having suggested such a drarr.atic reduction in aid, Secretary 
Bennett proposes to replace the lost grant dollars with a new Incare 
Contingent loan Prog-ra'1l (ICL). The proposal "WOuld significantly in.:.. 
crease current debt ceilings, the service for which would be paid at 
market rates. The practical effect of the proposal would be a sub
stantial increase in debt burden assumed by college students. Mr. 
Bennett carrne..~ted that his goal will be to "continue to shift emphasis 
fran grants to loans." In his January 8, 1987 rrenorandum to college 
presidents, Ch=r1cellor Hollander described ~~e proposed budget as an 
effort to "cbr..tinue .to pass the educational cost burden onto states, 
=0stitutioris, lenders and, most of.all, students and their. fa"Tilies." 

·Each element cited al:x:>ve reveals roth the broad-scale nature of 
the debate and the canplexi ty of the- issues being discussed. w"hat~ 
ever directions are to be taken in the future, all colleges and uni
versities, public and independent aliJ<:e, will be substantially impacted. 
Of even greater concern is the impact t.~t these pro:posed changes will 
have on future generations of students seeking the l:ene£ its of higher 
education. It is within this context t.l-)at -we respond tc vo-..z generous 
i.nvita~io:n tc sul:rnit carmentary on 52499/'.~076. 

THE PROPOSAL 

Since Senator Dalton first introduced this legislation i.:-. :1.986. 
our Association has encouraged each institution to carefully calculate 
the potential ca"!puS impact that the bill would prc:duce. Duri.'1g the 

·process several study groups have been formed to consider the bill and 
to make suggestions for improving the proposal. -During the fall of 1986, 
our association was successful in encouraging t..~e National .l~s-xiation 
of Inde~~d~~t Colleges and Universities (NAI~u) tc form a Task Force 
to review the Dalton Plan and to review all ·such plans which have been 
put forward in various states. The Task· Force -wc.s asked tc consider 
whether the t·tlition prepayment concept could· be implei'i'ented as part of 
the process to assure that inde:pendent colleges and universities will·· 
continue to bE. affordable. F~Jler, the group was to caref-ully rronitor 
developments on the state level to determine whether or not such plans 

JoX 



\<VE:-e inte.."1cec to :-e;::l.acE :::~re:--~t stat.;:. grant proqralTLS already in place 
(as in the case of w~e federal sr~ft from grants to loans) . 

In for.ni.t:s= the Task Force, P::esident Richard Rosser stated, "It is 
i::";>Sl""E.-:2.. ~:E· f:;~ tne f:;::..;:e o: ;.:~t:;_·-::C2.;."';. r.i;her ec::JC.3.~ion that stude.."1tS 
continue to ha·.~e t.:~e choice of inae;..e.'"l:'sr:t cc·llege or university edu
cation. To rer:-.ain strc;hg c.nd compe-:i •..::. \~s, independent institutions 

·must :oe affordable. To this e!!c w-e ITL·.lS: 1_) ass·~e L~at federal and 
state studer::. ai.:1 · pr~rams are sustained and strengthened; 2) persue 
every opp:;~;..1r.~ty to prarote family sa~,~ings for college; and 3) mitigate 
wherever pc;ssible the effects of tuition i::1creases. Tu.i tion prepayment 
may bs c. mea:""ls cf helping to achieve tr£ second and third of these im
p:Jrtant goo.ls .. " 

.F..fter several rronths of stud~r, the W..IdJ Task Force re::ently 
rele:.sec a11 L"1terim rep:;rt v;::-i.ch tecaruTe:-~ds that a natio:1c.l al temative 
?l c._-~ be developed. They concl udec that such a plan, if properly design
e:; and carE:£ul~~, implemented, cou~d t.c· a•! i.rrp:)rtant part of a long tem. 
solution to the affordability problem confronting independent higher 
educa~ion. As the New Jersey independent colleges and universities 
we see precious little hope that such a national model will be designed 
aTJd impler.1ented in the near future. Our students and .our colleges and 
U.'1iversities need help in the nea:- tern:. Perhaps the tim:: has cc:>rre 
for t.~e states to play the leadership role in innovative prograrrrning 
a"1d funding of education. Should enough do so, a national response 
may very WE7ll follow. 

During the study of a wide variety of prepayment plans, AICUNJ 
r~Zs come tc bslieve that the followin.? are essential conside:-ations 
in thE cievelop;TEnt of any b~oad.ly basec p:-o:Jr&"Tl of tui tio::i prepayment: 

1. ThE plan should supple.rnent, not supplant _existing ·student aid. 
Even a highly effective prepayrrer1t pla-; c~'1 onl:: bE:· pa.."'"t of the 
sclt:t.icr: tc. the problE!IT. of fina."1cing :!-'..igher ecuca:':ic::-:. !:: is 
i.rnperat:. ve that existing student aid prograt..: at t~e federal 
ar1d state levels not .be ciirninished. 'I\ri tioh prepayrnent is a 
viable alternative only to families with incorres sufficient to 
allow conside~able savings for educa-:..:on. People ·.-.·:-_:: are in no 
posi tier.. tc save wi:l continue t·:: ns-':20 as.sist?_,...lc~ fa:- t."'1eir 
highe:- ecucation from b:Jt.~ federa_::_ a:::: state sources. 

2. The plan should enhanse ·student choice. 
A tuition prepa)"!rel1t progra"Tl shou2.6 increase ~":.s rar.ge of choices 
\\tlich stude.."'"lts are Cible to make al:x:ut t:~c.:.::- educations. 

3 .. The plan smuld be simple. 
Provisicns and re:;uire~e."1ts of the p:ar. E~r:~.:=..a be easily i.l!"l::-.::-
stood by :t:atential purchasers of tuition a\'16 by ~--rticipating 
colleges and universities. 
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4. The ;:·lan should provide for portability. 
\·:tier~ crd . .:.dre.'l v.·h=..se c::ollege tuition ·..,..ra;;; :;?:-ep::..id reach college 
age 1 they should have the widest range of opportunities.· to 
se..l ect ar:ong colleges and universities. Such selection soould 

·:.-..::- re:::trictee by li:ti tations or: ge:·;~·=-:?hic location 1 or 
:..~-;>C. c: e~:uc~':.icna:.. prc·;rarrt. ~7.:-~le ·-11~ r~·:c>gr~ize that the bill 
t~:.or~ the camLi t~ee may alsc acdress -:.."-lt: :::.r8ble~ of out
rri.gratior; of stuce.."}ts by encG'~ .... aging ::~-s~a:.e recru.i:t:Jtent 1 

c. seneral PJlicy of :portab1lity should tE i..it"le.rrented. Other 
factc·rs such as state funding and/or rnanagerrent of the program 
rnay mi tigage. against this approach but tilE· program should seek . 
t~ encourage broader choice rather·than bE. used as a devise to
lill1it choice. 

5. The plan should be structured to receive appropriate incentives 
frorr. ~ederal and ·state _gover:-t"Tr2~~. 
The plan should be devised to rec:~qnize t-hat the practice of 
plar.:-:i.'1g for the financing of college is des-srvi.:-Jg of reaso:1able 
incentives provided by the federal and state governrnent(i.e.l 
matching grants 1 non-taxing of scholarships 1 . grants,· ect. ) 
An essential element of such a plan is that pa:yrrents be considered 
as pUrchases . of a service to be obtained at a future date 1 rather 
than savings dep::>si ts or other investrrents 1 the increased value 
of which would be subject to incorre te.:·:. In recei vins p~epayrrent 
the se1.ler is making a cor:nd.brent tc pr:Y .... ide the purchaser a pre
determined amount of service without additional adjustma~ts in 
price when the. service is provided. Provisions offering a guaran
teed rate of return to the purchaser could have the effect 'of 
eliminating L~e distinctic~ between a prepaj~ent a'ld an investment. 

6. The plan must be structured to ins·i.lre L"'le inte~i ty of fi.U!ds and 
reasonable allocatior: c.f ~isk between pu.r-c:bJ.d.sers a..'1d pa.rt:icipating 
1nsti tutions. · 
?c.~sons WhO make tui tic::: prc?a:yrrents must r..a·.'E 2. r~gh degree. of 
C:)!!fider;~e tl1at. per:c:::-:-:-2.·-~s of ser,.rices wi.:.l !"!':·:. 02 at ~~sk and 
:...~sti tutions must ha:v~ .:·.=.in::iience that the yield of prepa.yrne.r:ts 
a1:. maturity will be sufilcle:-~t to cover the costs of education. 

I:-~ .=.:..:::tier. t: t.lie al::x:>vE ~:..:.:.'=2::-:es! AICUl\.: bel.::..e-:es tr-.at :.1":-::: f.:.. . .:.:.S\·:i.:.~-:: 
adO:. tionai adminis-c.rati vejp:,:.~:_.- : ~=- -:::Les are essentic..l u~- hi ~112.~~ de..:::...rat,J.e: 

a. Tne progra-n should no-c. :res:.::-.:.ct_ the ability of institutions to 
set their ow.n tuition rates. 

b. The financial instrtmle.;"'"lt of the plan. shoulc be sc:Y.re fonn o'f cer
tificate with value~ C.enaninated in understandai,.le unitE~ for all 
or sorre :portion of a oollege education and v.'it.'l-) a specif:: c rrat-..rrity 
date. Values coulc be developed ir. such c ra.~e~ as to ~~~~te 
pricing · .. ·ariat.ions &-rons; pc.::ticipating ins:.: tt::.ic:r.:s. 

c. So::1e c.l.l2\vcmce shoi...:l.d be rr~de for limi tee trc..r!s:Eerabili t' · c-f bene-
f:ts, e.~. to all siblings iJl the :a'Tily. 
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c.. :?:r :'.~isi :-r-l should be :-:-ade for e_xte.."!si·:)::~ of t.11e r.aturi ty dc.tE: 
tc allow for the beneficiary' s delayed entrance into college 
or for transfer of benefits to younger siblings. 

ra~~lies wish~g to exercise ~~e choi~e o: ~~sner·educaticn for 
their cJ:-.. ild=en are confronted by increasing obstacles in the·. path of 
such a choice. The declining availability and value of federal grants, 
the rising price of tuition and other college costs 1 and the nounting 
burde.'"ls rest:l ting fran over-reliance on loans present a discouraging 
prospect. The Reagan administration's pro!X)sal to slash student aid 
exper1ditUYes sane 48% in fiscal 1988 is a further discouragement. At 
the sarre t~, colleges and universities are increasingly in need of 
th~ mea'"ls to ma.l<e the..rnseJves affordable to prospective students fran 
all incomE le-,,.;els. ThE. ciual system cf hig1·£:~~ edu..:ation-~public .and 
independerrt--which h&s been the hallrrark a."16 pride of F.:nerican higher 
learning, must be sectrrec. anC. encot:raged . 

One part of a solution to this many-faceted problerrt may lie in the 
prepayrrent program approach. Such a plan \·.D~ld need to make full use 
of the great diversity which is the strength of our syster:-1 of ·higher 
education. It should be creatively desi;r"e~ to accommodate this valuable 
diversity. Further 1 it must be U."1ders:..o:x~ :.:0'1at this C.?Proach may pro-
vide .but one ele'1Ent in a wide array of aid programs v.rhich \\"ill be 
essential to continue to offer roth access ~'1d choice to future generations 
of students and their f~'Tilies. 

Additionally 1 we J:i..lSt understand that even the rrost carefully craftea 
prepayment plan may have. a difficult road (abs~T"lt legislation to provide 
specifically for tax exerrption) to .pass muster before th~ Internal Revenue 
Service as exerrpt fran taxation. As the primary incentive to any pre
payment plar., t.~e legislation must bE: carefully drafted to maximize the 
p::;t.e::tic..l :or such a'1 exclusion. 

In surmary, pre:t:Jayment plans may ""lery well be· a val·;latle tool in pro
viding families v.ri th al temate ways to finance higher education. Such 
p:.~"1s are camp .lex and wi2.l a::fe-.:•_ b:,t_---: 2tudents arKl ir-~st..i :.·.:t.i~:-!S i.n a 
wide variety of \\73.ys 1 scr:~e of wi-:.:..:::~~ ha~.Te yet to be disccv-e!"ed. Tr~~ fact 
suggests that we proceed wit.~ de:.itE!"c.ti ve caution as ·,.;e: e-"><,.-plore trl:.s 
unchart:ed area. AICUNJ reco:i:11Tte11ds tl.c-: ~'U.s ccmni::te€ create a Select 
Corrrni ttce c!1ar~jed \'.~i th the re;:)p:msibili ty of carefully revie\.;ing all such 
plans ~~ich r.ave been L-,troduced in le?,.:slatures across the natio:-., to 
consult with recognized national E·~rts, to seek clarification from the 
L'"ltemal E~:>;,-enue Service, and to re~rt back to the CC!'flTi1:tee nc,t later 
than SepteTTlbe.r (or other appropriate date) with their reccrrm:.'1dations. 
The group could be a creati.l:"e of the le;islature or of t.:'1e Dl-I anc should 
include repres~'1tatives of each secto~ of the collegiate community, staff· 
from ti;.s le~:.siat"..lre a."1:1 the de:pa_rt:::me!::: cf higher ed-c:::c..:.ion as we2.l as t..l-le 
Treasurer's o:fics, anc cou2.d be chairee by Chancellor Hollander, ot'rler 
DHE staff, or by Se..T1ator Dc.l ton. 

~nateve~ t.he cutcY.Tt2, \·.re look fon·:arc tc c. cor.ti."1"-.:in·~ dialogue re
garding this legislatior, ~'1C any other pro!X)sals which advance the cause 
of education. 
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EFFECTS OP ADMJ10.STRAT10N'S PY II BUDGET PROPOSALS: COST TO NEW JERSEY --- . . 

( 1) · Shift 2/3 ot the cost ot the Guaranteed Student Loan program from 
the federal government onto the students and the states. 

- eliminate the 8% in-school interest subsidy to students. 

. - lower . the Sp,cial Allowance to lenders from 3.25% to 2.75% 
and shift the cost from the government to students after 2 
years ot repayment. 

- charge a 9% Guarantee Fee on all new loans (vs. current 5% 
origination tee) 

- eliminate federal Administrative Cost Allowance to state 
agencies. 

reduce fed~ral insurance coverage from 100% to 90% ·of defeult 
claim dollars. 

- maintain undergraduate borrowing limit at $2,500 
(instead of the $2,650 !or lower division/$4,000 upper division 
student borrowing limits established through reauthorization) 

A 

s 16fT 

S 1 ~n 

s 8 ""'!! 

S 2m 

S 5 rr 

Sub-Total S 3 2 r 

(2) Reduce Pell Grant funding by 30%. 

- maintain maximum awards at $2,100. 
(although reauthorization extended maximum awards to $2,300) 

- tighten eligibility requirements to eliminate families with 
incomes over S20,ooo~ 
(current eligibility is generally limited to families with incomes 
under $28,900). 

- eliminate the college administrative cost allowance. 
Sub-Total $ l 8 

(3) Eliminate funding tor all campus-based programs and State Student 
Incentive Grants. 

Work-study program 
Supplemental Grants (SEOG) 
NDSL Capital contribution 
SSIG grants 

s 15 
$ 8 r 
S 4• r 
$ 2 r 

~Total $ 29 

TOTAL Cost to Ne• JerSey $80+ 
TOTAL NUMBER OP STU])EMTS APPECTED (Duplicated Count) 

GSL loan costs increased 
Pell Grants reduced or lost 
Work-study jobs lost 
SEOG grants lost 
SSIG State grant supplementals lost 
(Reduction of TAG awards) 

J4~-K 

80,000 
20,000 
1 S,OOO 
15,000 
37,000 

(100%) 
( 40%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
(1 00%) 

• tioe-s not include ttlt potential et;>osure of tr'le Higr'ler Educat1on . 
Asststance Author1ty reserves or tr'lt ruturt cost to students. len~en 
•nd tt'le State. The oroie<ttons do not assume a droo 1n lender or 
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